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When her children were one year old
she felt that the foundation for obedand faith were
ience,
already laid, and while they were still
little children these lessons were so
well learned that they had become a
part of the child's real nature. With
a mother who had such a clear and
COPPER MAGNATE SAYS
lofty vision of the task and opportunMINES
BEGINNING
TO
ity before her, and who had the wisdom and perseverance to carry out
SUME OPERATIONS
zenship.
Our States, recognizing the great that vision, is It any wonder that all
policies:
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of education, have laws the children in her family lived
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... importance children
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to reflect honor to their mother?
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of
to
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of
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toMontoya
recommend any legislation looking
no urnlt a a tr-n.t 1i7n- - attend school a portion of each year. When Uod gave his commandments
A.
Appointment of James G. McNary,
ward increased expenditure of funds dled suddenly at hia home here today.
president of the First National bank
per pouM' we bolleve before the All this is well, and the coming gen- - to men, He Bent a special message to
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He charged them to keep
ciose oi me montn mat a most sub- - eration should
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Vegas. N. M.. and the Bank of Dawson.
and
these commandments, and
obey
stantial
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will
be
recorded,
111
than
other
any
He had been
greater things
for two days but
previous
N. M.( to the position of controller of t0 make a Btu(Jy ot Bcho1 law" and
bringing the price of copper around one because of the increased numbers then said "Thou shalt teach them dili
his
so
condition
this
showed
ProPOBed
toward
morning
legislation looking
the currency puts a local man into
16c.
ExSenator Simon Guggenheim, of trained and educated people. But gently unto thy children, and shalt
harmonization of present legislation mucn improvement that ne decided to
a very prominent national office.
an
in
interview on the outlook ln be our educational system ever so per- - talk of them when thou slttest ln their
return to his duties at the capltol.
In his new office, Mr. McNary will wnich may be ln coetstated
copper
that he was very op- - feet, unless it 1b backed by careful house, and when thou walkest by the
Third: That the committee will He was stricken immediately after he
have control of all national banks of
tlmlstic:
,
home training of the children of the way, and when thou liest down, and
the United States and Its territories "tempt to introduce legislation which left his bed,
a
"From
business
land it can do little ln developing fine when thou rlsest up."
the
standpoint
Mr.
a republican, was
Montoya,
and he will be the only bureau head wln attempt to equalize tax burdens
Not occasionally are we to Instruct
outlook is brighter than for strong characters
mining
In
first
term
dlshis
to
He
are
congress.
serving
unequal and
In the treasury department who re- - w,lere they
children but continuously must
our
some
as
of
silver
time
most
the
and
a
uy
- was sixty years old, was a newspaper
beautifully arranged plan the
ports direct to congress, without the tribute funds where they are at presthe
process
go on if we are to counterlead
are
full
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at
capac- great Creator established the home
running
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house
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State Board of Eduucation
repremunlcations through the secretary of
The unitedly were to care for and train the the wrong tendencies ln the child's nanlng to resume
operations,
pects to adopt an entirely new plan I sentatlves. He was married and had
the treasury.
the
to
copper mines, due
great demand little children given to them. No ture.
of certification of teachers at a meet- - I five children,
1922.
Is Warmly Congratulated.
Solomon, the wisest man ln all ages,
for
not
ln our own greater task is alloted to men and wo
copper,
only
Motion made by Mr. Klehne and
Mr McNary returned to El Paso ing to be held within the next two
said
"Train up a child in the way he
in
but
are
no
more
and
country,
men,
Europe,
increasing
- MONTOYA'8 BODY WILL
perhaps
Joyous
duly seconded by Mr. Garcia to name
from Las Veeas and weeks. The joint legislative commltSaturdav
to say, Europe privilege is given them than this of should go and when lie Is old he will
Remarkable
output.
ARRIVE
WEDNESDAY
Bcheduule
Wl"
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of
PrPSS
Mr. J. W. Shimmons as Janitor for
N. M, and found his
Albuquerque,
is now buying copper and paying cash caring for the helpless little child that not depart from it." Now training ls
I
the Court House, at a salary of
desk covered with telegrams of con- - salaries for teachers based upon the
task than teaching. In
for it. None is being exported on a conies into the home, and of so teach a bigger
I
The body of the late Congressman
certification regulations,
The new
per month during the winter and at a credit
we instruct. In training we
gratulation from all parts of the
11 that the
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basis.
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the
I Nestor
training
directing
to
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base
will
Montoya,
accompanied by
salary
attempt
United States.
salary of $25.00 per month during the
insist on certain things being done
salaries upon the professional attain- - I daughter Frances, who nas been act summer time, which position Mr. copper metal surplus has been wiped years will see It develop Into splendid
One of the first messages of conand over again till they can be
over
out, but barely a month's production maturity,
ment of teachers and to correct in- - I ing as his private secretary in
Shimmons accepted.
dune by the child perfectly. Professor
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the ington,
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being
Motion made by Mr. Kidder and
que Friday, was from the City Nation
the mines will soon be running on a task given to parents certainly should Gentry, whose trained animals have
sched- - I Jr will arrive here Wednesday night,
seconded by tlt. Klehne to inal bank of El Paso, signed "Williams, teachers by the present salary
entertained and delighted children as
duly
I Funeral
ule.
arrangements probably will struct the Janitor to make reports on maximum basis in order to produce call forth the very best aud the no well as adults all over the
Cooley and Wingo."
land, said
more copper." Cameron, Michael & blest in them as they try to fulfill
The committee announced as a defl- - I not be made until after its arrival,
the Light Plant on January 3rd and
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of
Co.
their
I
mission
But
high
nite
Report,
parenthood.
that it expects to cooperate relatives said yesterday, but the
July the 3rd, to the Manufactory
president of the El Paso chamber of with policy
alas! how few parents seem to realize animals was plenty of patience, love
the chairman of the educational I funeral probably will be held Friday where the said Plant was purchased,
and perseverance. It required many
commerce and another was from the
the high privilege and great responsi
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committee in both houses of the State I or Saturday from the Church of San so as to
as to
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Two little dogs acquired almost worldemployed to make out the first report.
morning that Mrs. Florine Miller, his The committee will
OF CATRON COUNTY NEW MEX- - that their supreme duty to their child
attempt to have I was a son of Tedosio Montoya. His
RESOLUTION: Be It resolved that
personal secretary, would go to Wash- all school
in.
to make It happy. To this end they wide fame for the marvelous stunts
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His parents were among
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independent
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this time.
County Clerk, to be the Purchasing
I
Commissioner, Abb Alexander, Sheriff, through having every desire gratified, for a few short
Contributed.
the first Spainsh settlers here. He
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all
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"I am acquainted with most of the
for the Office Supplies,
11 ls
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ther
the
result
of
working,
giv
A. T. Chavez. Countv Clerk.
secured
his early education ln St. the
often say they have no lime to train
men ln the office of the controller,"
County Officials Gasoline and any
and achieving. Therefore, par
Public notice is hereby given that
Michael's college, Santa Fe. He was
their own children; and yet the train
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employed
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happiness
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Fe under three postmasters and ln
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1889, in connection with E. H. Salazar,
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M.
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o'clock
mere ""'"""'"'nt and through indulg
tle disturbing of the official force as
uary 3rd,
We have had such lovely weather ne founded Lo Voz del Pueblo, a Span
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few years ago that, to his mind the
The Board met January the 3rd as for the selection of a Justice of the "'8
possible."
this week that we think spring has
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need in the world
wa
newspaper. Tw0 year. afterward per recess all present as uefore.
come. We are honlne we will nave at
A Farewell Dinner.
Another serious mistake made by us greatest
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able
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than
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so
ln
Motion made by Mr. Kidder
our
of
much
duly
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time
and
giving
Arrangements were commenced Sat- so
I to
Dated this 4th day of January, A. D.
the late Felix Martinez,, and the
children. He suld tliut of the hunfar.
seconded by Mr. Garcia authorizing
strength in caring for the physical dreds of
urday morning by James A. Dick and
young people who came to the
plant was removed to Las Vegas, Mr. Klehne and the Clerk, to make 923.
of the children in our homes
R. L. Holliday
welfare
to give Mr. McNary
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bray and little wnere Mr. Montoya remained as editor
of which he was dean, not
Signed:
University
that no time is left for the bigger,
and Mrs. McNary a testimonial dinner
arrangements with Mr. Gaunt as to
son, spent Sunday, the 8th, with J. H. I for some time.
Emil Kiehne,
more than five per cent had really had
and more important things, those
next Friday evening. It will take Wllmeth's
the water works to supply the Court
Chairman
The University
family.
any home training.
Beginning ln 1884 Mr. Montoya be House, to fix up a tank which Is at ATTEST:
tilings that are to lost. Of course was
place at 7 o'clock in the evening In
A. T. Chavez, County Cleric
to develop them into all
came court InterDreter for the terri- supposed
they must be clothed and fed, but we
the ballroom of Hotel Paso del Norte.
the top of the hill now and to secure
Datil Forest Ranger, S. O. Garst,
that could be desired in men and wo
clinnot afford to devote so much time
Mill so as to
Reservations may be made by tele was a Greens Gap visitor Monday and
, that capacIty ln the Flr8t( an Engine or a larger
men, but that with the poor foundato
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this
be
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have water at all times in
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of character which were already
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their companions,
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Mr. McNary will have to leave lor
Fire should occur at the Court House
Albulajd, how could this be done? Build
to
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for
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to
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their
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N.
last
supervise
reading
the
Biggers spent
day following the
Washington
Building.
ever so care fully, in most cases
querque in 1895. He became connectand amnspmpnt. Tf nn nnnnnt
cIva they
dinner or shortly thereafter, as the day with Mrs. F. C. Mathers,
RESOLUTION: Be It Resolved that
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results
a greai utui vi s.i;ni.co
mere
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ed with La Bandera, a Spanish weekly
accomplished were far
to
the time
do this, we cannot expect
law says he must take the oath of of
we, the Board of County Commission- some
from satisfactory.
that
the
wens. with his witnesses, newspaper here, many years ago, ana ers of Catron
Roy
flee within 15 davs after receiving
County, New Mexico, it is a light form of the flu.
Deep ln the heart of every true fa
made a trip to Quemado, Tuesday last acted as its editor. In 1902 Mr. Mon- sympathy, nor can we hope to have ther and
notice of his appointment.
have this day named Dr. C. W. Harp
mother ls the desire to see
I
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the
territorial
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where
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Ira. If
in
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to
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legislature
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thinking
reThe Congressional Directory, in
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parents desire great things for their
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t
i
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01 i
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made
away
"iig "is piace anu goingcertaincounting the duties of the office, has
children. Others hope that their child
years. With a Salary not to exceed Byron J. Adair nave naa very sick
council
Bernalillo
from
He and his family will
legislative
"
reading ls not carefully supervised,
the following, officially, to say of the
$600.00 per year, traveling expenses
may achieve what they desired for
babieB
in iiw no serveu us a mem not
cheap fiction, sensational magazines
ly be missed in this community and county,
to exceed $300.00 per year, vac
position:
to accompllsn.
ber of the constitutional convention,
and Sunday newspapers are likely to themselves, but failed
we regret to see them leave.
"The controler of the currency is
iuu.uu
not to exceeo.
There is always a place at the top
buisness trip to be their selection, The newest
h p
d
He served as county clerk here for cines, etc.,
jazz
not to
the chief officer of that bureau of the
Holbrook tne Iai5t of last week lntend- - will be the music they want and the for the one who through perseverence
Mrs. L. B. Moore spent the day, f0Ur years, and was a member of the year, Miscellaneous expenses
exceea
and ability can climb to the heights.
treasury department which is charged
$54.uu
year.
per
for
school, Monday movIes (urnlsh
Ing to get back
tl
Thursday last, with Mrs. J. H. WU- - board of regents of the New Mexico
an(J 800
with the execution of all laws passed
Not all can do this, but there ls a place
RESOLUTION: Be It resolved that
howevel. and Mia8
he
meth. Mr. Moore is doing some fenc- - state university During the war he
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of usefulness and honor for everyone
Mr. Kiehne and the County Clerk are NetUe
by congress relating to the Issue and
been
for
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sub8titutlng
bMer.
ing this week.
taflte(j &n(J habitg onc(j
served as a member of the council of
in life, and it is the high privilege as
authorized to get an Insurance him.
regulation of the national currency,
formed are hard indeed to change.
defense and chairman of the draft hereby
national-bank
as
well as the duty of every parent to see
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at
about
House
on the Court
generally
Building
Miss Letetia Mathers made final board for Bernalillo
For
reason
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it
this
terri
the
In
first to it that his
county.
during
and her child fail not ln
notes, secured by United States bonds
80 per cent a,nd as much on the conJ. S. Brown, Hess and Johnnie Sny
proof on her homestead this week.
years of the child's life that the par
torial days he served for eight years
its
mission in life.
and, under the supervision of the fedcan be given so as not to ex- der have gone to Alma to work on ents have their finest
as
tents
for fulfilling
as secretary of the republican central
opportunity
eral reserve board, is also in charge
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Terry have gone
ceed the Budget allowance.
the road.
Their
of
views
first
right training.
committee of Bernalillo county. For
A 8NAPPY COMEBACK
of the issue of circulating notes to to Albuquerque for the remainder or
Upon a suggestion made by Mr.
the world are obtained through the
fifteen years Mr. Montoya was presi
I
have
and
A.
O.
Reynolds
federal reserve banks.
the winter.
George
from
the
Alexander.
Sheriff, asking
mother's eyes; her views of people
The Secretary had written to a
dent of the New Mexico Press asso- Suoervises All National Banks,
Board as to what action was going gone to Eagar, Ariz., to the grist mill
ife will become theirs. If she brother that he had advanced the last
C.
down
A. Kelsey was
for flour.
"In addition to these powers the
Saturday for
to be taken ln regard to a paid Dep
sees the good and beautiful in people payment for him and unless he came
Mr. Montoya was electea to con
controler exercises general supervision the community mail.
and
uty, which suggestion met with the
tnIngs- and shows a charitable, across with some coin, he would be
com
would
1920
and
In
have
C.
Mrs. W.
Mr
Martin and Mr.
gress
over all national banks throughout the
approval of the Chairman, but did and Mrs. W. T. Johnson, of Blue, Ariz., lovin "Pirlt toward the world. thty suspended. The Secretary
on March 4.
term
his
in
Greens
received
seen
was
pleted
Sidney
Padgett
United States, including Alaska and
not meet with the approval of the
will develop the same spirit. Judge the
Mr. Montoya is survived by his wife
following reply:
Mr. Padgett says
were visitors at Granny Martin's one
Hawaii, in the matter of their organ Gap the past week.
Lindsay, the well known Judge of
"Dere Seccyterry I got your letter
Nestor other two commissioners.
he Is going away ln the spring to and five sons and daughter:
this week.
lzation and regulation.
Denver's juvenile court, said that about what I owe you. Now be
Therefore no Paid deputy was al day
In Washing- at
with
search
the
"the
for
present
Jr.,
Montoya,
pond
honey
"He ls vested with the power to
lowed to the Sheriff, only when one
I alnt forget you. Pleea wate.
The mail on the Eagar route will be children were not naturally spiteful,
fritter tree around it."
ton; Theodore R. Montoya, Paul A,
ln actual service.
appoint receivers and through the
while
was
employed
here three times a week, be- - revengerui or vicious; out mat tnose When sum fools pay me 1 pay you. If
delivered
who has
Frances
Montoya,
Montoya,
courts to enforce penalties prescribed
In their young natures were the this wuz judgement
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bray, Mrs J. H. been her father's secretary in Wash- - The Board approved the following ginning January 16th. It comes Into
day and you wu
for violations of the national bank act,
no more prepaired
Wilmeth and little son, J. B., went to ngton( an(j Mrs. E. J. Guiterrez, all of amounts out of the Salary fund
to meet vour
Luna Mondays, Wednesdays and Frl- - result OI the example and teachings
.
.
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.
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The secretary of the treasury, also apha
to pay off the County Officials
r"
Maker as I am to meet your account
Datil Sunday to visit Mrs. Lawrence,
This will make .it a great deal
In Albuquerque..
days.
reside
whom
national-banexaminers, Mrs. Wllmeth
points all
December 31st, A. better for the
the foundation for these ugly you sure would go to hel.
andson, and Mr. Bray
people and we feel sure
Mr. Montoya was a member of the last quarter ending
Trusting
Under the federal reserve act he exe returned
v
"
ul
D. 1922.
ls
will be able to give
you will do this, I am."
Mrs.
contractor
Bray
that
Mutthe
Monday.
the
alliance,
cutes and Issues the certificates or
There not being funds ln the Gen better service by having the extra trip. little children that uod has loaned to
spending a week with her mother, Mrs. ual Protective association. Albuquercharters for the federal reserve banks. Lawrence.
us to train for this life and for eter- CRIMINAL CARELE8SNE38
eral Fund the Board did not approve
Journal
que
The controler of the currency ls
D. C. Neeley, Dick Crackle and Jlm hlty?
any Bills, until a transfer should be
member of the federal reserve
The mother of John Wesley, the
Mrs. Newlywed: "Oh, Jack, you left
made from the Salary Fund to the Mills visited here one day the last or
Little Glenn Lawrence has come
HAS BUICK AGENCY
board.
founder of the Methodist Church, had the kitchen door open and the draught
General Fund, to meet those Bills for the week.
home to be "chief cook" for his father
Has Rather Free Hand.
eighteen children, and so wisely and closed my cook-boo,
and now I havethe last quarter.
while his sister Is away.
(From the Magdalena News)
Sam Combee ia hauling lumber from successfully did she train this very n't the faintest Idea what It is I'm
"Reports of condition of all national
Roy (Skip) Stendel, of the Stendel
The Board then adjourned until the
banks are made to the controler not L. H. Crenmer fmm Socorro. sDent Electrical Works, has taken the agen- - next regular meeting.
large family that she was held up as a cooking!"
Alpine this week.
I
model mother and a home maker. In
less frequently than five times a year
Bulck car and will also car- the
for
cy
Wed
Signed:
Moore,B
L
,ut
nJght
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Mr. and Mrs. Ora Tenney, of Alpine, her
A REGULAR
by the banks, and also periodically by
day she was often asked how she
Emll Kiehne,
was buying ry a complete line or uuick parts, his
Mr. Creamer
nesday.
enroute to the Alma managed those bright lively boys and
through
a-3passed
as
the national bank examiners ap furs
car
tne
Known
is
Chairman,
demonstating
ATTEST:
and selling apples.
road camp. Mrs. Tenney ls a trained girls so wonderfully and trained them
Judge "Now, I don't expect to see
four cylinder five passenger tour- pointed by him.
A. T. Chavez, County Clerk.
nurse
and Bhe stopped and visited So perfectly. Her answer was, that you here again, Rufus."
"His powers are exercised under the congress; all other bureaus of the Ungear.
some of the patients and gave some 8le began the training process the
Rufus "Not see me here again,'
8IGN IN TOLEDO MUSIC 8HOP
general supervision of the secretary treasury department report to con- advice as to how to care for the sick day of their birth and diligently kept Judge? Why, you-a- ll
to
ain't
of the treasury, but under the law gress through the secreatry of the
The dog fills an empty place ln
it up through infancy and childhood. resign you' Job, is you. Judge?"
Kiss the girl you love and 30 others.' babies.
his annual report Is made direct to treasury." El Paso Herald.
man's life especially a "hot dog."

GONTROLER

WM

appointed a legislative committee to
work In cooperation with a committee of the State Board of Education
to draft needed changes In school leg
islation to be presented to the coming
session of the Legislature.
This Joint
committee held a preliminary meet HAD
BEEN ILL TWO DAYS, BUT
NEW MEXICO BANKER HAS BIG ing in the office of the State SuperCONDITION
SHOWED MUCH
intendent of Public Instruction, WedJOB MUCH AUTHORITY
IMPROVEMENT
8,
The
nesday
afternoon, January
GOES WITH IT
committee agreed upon the following

U.5.

5

ty- -

DIES SUDDENLY
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-

OF COUNTY COMMIS
SIONERS:
.
The Board of County Commissioners
met this 1st day of January A. D. 1923,
there being present Mr. Klehne only
who recessed until January the 2nd.
The Board met as per recessed,
There being present Mr. Emll Klehne,
Mr.
S. J. Kidder and Mr. Ramon
Sheriff
Garcia, Mr. Abb Alexander,
and A. T. Chavez, County Clerk.
First order of business was to name
the Chairman of the Board for the
term of two years. Motion made by
Mr. Garcia and duly seconded by Mr.
Kidder to name Mr. Emil Klehne as
Chairman of the Board.
The Board appropriated the amount
of $75.00 out of the road fund to be
used no the rock hill below Ward'
place on the Slaci canyon and (50.00
to be used on what Is known as the
Leggitt hill and grading around Mar'
tlnez Pasture.
Motion made by Mr. Kiehne and
duly seconded by Mr. Kidder to ap.
prove the minutes of the previous
meeting held December the 29th, A. D.
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Theodore Roosevelt once said that
the greatest asset of a nation was Its
youth, and I think we all agree with
him.
In our country, as well as ln other
civilized lands, immense sums of public money are annually expended on
schools where the children and youth
ZINC may receive education and
training to
RE
prepare for life and the duties of citi-
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Length of Skirt

MURDER?
SYNOPSIS Answering an advertisement calling (or a young man
willing to engage In service of danman
ger, Matthew West,
Just returned from France, where
he had been captain of engineers,
meets Natalie CoolidKe, writer of
the advertisement, and without be
ing Instructed as to his probable
duties, la engaged by her, and tliat
same evening Introduced to her
friends as her fiance. That night.
In the Coolldge home. West is star-tieby the appearance in his room
of a young- woman, whom he takes
to he Natalie.
Next niortilng Natalie tells West she has betm troubled by some woman, apparently
her double, whD has been Impersonating her. Perclval Coolldge,
N'utalie's uncle and guardian. Is
dbjrrtintled by West's appearan'-Natalie, t'ool-idg- e
hp Natalie's (lance.
and West plan a vlalt of charity. Leaving West In the iw, Natalie and Coolldge enter a small
i ottaKQ.
ftcfore they return, West
which leadH
secureH Information
hlrn to believe Ooolldire Is decelvlni
Natalie for a purpose. Natalie Informs West she has been mistaken
in her suspicions and that she has
no further need for his services.
West is astounded, but leaves.

CHAPTER

The Body of a Suicide.
As the enr whirled West down the
circling driveway, Hit' only sign of llfi!
visible illicit: t llic house whs the
of

Sexton

on

the

step--

If either Miss Natalie, or IVrrivn!
Ciinliilce, took Interest eunuch in tlie
prnceHliigK to witness hi ilepiirlnre,
d
lliey those in remain Carefully
within. There whs no pretense
een lit speeding Hip purllii guest,
lie htitl simply heen dismissed, turned)
out. decently enough, perhaps, coni
sidering ids stiitus, yet wlili a
measure of contempt which rnnkled

ertlnli'ss.
The yntmjr man cnuld'h'ot altogether
'reconcile this style of treatment with
his preconceived
conception of Miss
Xiihtlle Coolidge.
He hud been Ion
deeply Impressed by her to easily relinquish Ids previously formed opinion
of her ctiurncter. This Intent fiction
did not lit nil coincide with her former
He hud not cone,
open friendliness.
to lcr as n servant, nor had she In
any way treated him as such. What
cofi'd account for so remarknble a
change?
Perhaps It wns the Influence of PerThis explnnallii
clval
Coolldge.
eeSned probable.
Tlie man hnd In
some way regained her confidence,
and then, through trickery, had suciiev

ceeded In poisoning

her mind.

From

the very first Owdltlge had disliked
Mm Instinctively, anil mnde no effort
to conceal his feelings; he resented
the intimacy between him and
naturally enough, ond would use
every means possible to get the young-e- r
nmn ronipletely out of the house.
No doiiht lie looked upon him as dangerous.
be one

I'm why? There could
ansncr to tills query. His

only
own

dishonesty ; Ills secret knowledge of
some trickery relative to the funds of
the estnte. He had convinced the girl
of his honesty, but, more than ever,
West believed he fellow a rascal.
These thoughts flitted through hH
mind, yet not consecutively, as the car
left the ground, ami turned on to tho
road, lending- cityward. They
were still skirting the (Yiolldge estate,
although the house behind was concealed by shrubbery. Suddenly, Just
as they cleared the bridge, and began
to mount the opposite grade, there
came a sharp report, sounding so close
at hand the. chauffeur clamped on his
brake, and glanced anxiously over the
Dinln

Ide of

the

car.

wasn't It, sir?"
"No," wild West shortly, staring himself out Into the thicket of trees at
their left. "It was a shot fired over
there; a revolver I should say. Walt
s second, Sanders, until I see what
"Wow-out-

TELLS OTHERS OF

ITS GREAT VALUE

WOMAN SUFFERED
THREE MONTHS
L

VI
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figure

the stand, but their eyes did not meet, for some time, nested and lying on the
nor did tho girl give any evidence of ground under protection of the stone.
was a recent one.
The occupancy
Somehow the Impression
recognition.
the young woman left upon hhn In Then evidently, whoever It was, hnd
those few momenta was not a pleasant advunccd to the right hi the general
one. lie could not clearly analyze this direction of the gate through the
result, yet Bhe waa either acting a fence, near where CooIIdge's body was Nine to Ten Inches From Ground, SUIT OF GRAY OXFORD CLOTH
part to conceal her true emotions, or found. The marks of advunce ended
the Happy Medium.
on a little rise, some ten yards from
else she was really Indifferent.
In Nursing Sick, Mrs. Patter.
It was not until tlie following day the boulder, where the fellow apparStates, She Often Recomabout and retraced his
that reason began to reussert Itself, ently turned
Afternoon Toilettes to Be Four to
,
mends Tanlac Thinks
und ho succeeded In marshnllng the steps."
"How far was thnt from the gate
Five Inches; Eccentric Period
facts of the case more clearly In his
Wonderful.
It
own mind.
He even began to doubt Into the road, air?" Sexton asked
Styles Often Trail.
and question his own testimony, yet, breathlessly.
"I firmly believe Tanlac Is what
"Within easy shooting distance for a
before lie reached any real conclusion,
me so well and strong," Is the
of skirts Is still variable,
The
keeps
length
I
revolver
of
should
that
say,
calibre,
one of the club servants approached
that
Is
tribute
of
consensus
hut
the
high
opinion
paid the medicine, recould
have rung
Any good marksman
his chair.
the street skirt will be nine to ten
by Mrs. Edith J. Patten, widely
cently,
the
bell."
"Captain West, there Is a man out
known and esteemed resident of 580
Inches from the ground. More dressy
"And yon saw no one?"
here asking to see you."
Cumberland Ave., Portland, Me.
afternoon toilettes will be four to live
Is
not
I
fact
a
failed
the
"No;
sign;
!
"A man
Where?"
"When I began the use of Tanlac
Kccentrlc
nt the time to put two and two to Inches from the ground.
"I hnd him wait In the anteroom,
I had not felt right for a long time
COOYOJOHT 1922 bu
The
of a posslhle period styles, both In crinoline and
gcther.
thought
sir."
and wns all run down. After persistrenaissance effect, often touch and
murder never occurred to me."
7J AlfQED A KNOPF toe
"Very well, Mnpes."
trail. So ninny of the best makers
ently taking the treatment considered
"You
then.
It
think
was
murder
It was Sexton, twirling his hat nerv- sir?"
best for such a condition I got no
or tne
snow such a predominance
West, now thoroughly puzzled and ously In his hands, and still standing
In fact I seemed to be
better.
shorter lengths thnt Is, from nine to
West gravaly,
"Yes, I
already convinced that some mystery Irresolutely In the middle of the floor. "It has all do," replied but who
growing worse until a lady friend Incom ten Inches above the ground that one
the marks,
hovered over the place, began to circle As sight of West he took n hasty slep
sisted on me trying Tanlac.
mitted the crime? Whnt was the mo might expect this to be the smartest
through the untrainpled clover, nut torwnrd, eager to explain the cause of tive? It will never do for us to make length. Other variations will be more
"At that time I took two or three
without any defined purpose. All at his presence.
bottles and was perfectly well again.
such a charge, nfter the coroner's or less a personal and Individual thing.
at
tho lower end of the gully he
once,
"You'll pardon me, sir," he burst
Since then I have taken a bottle two
verdict, without positive proof."
according to a fashion authority.
cnme,
unexpectedly, upon another forth in apology, "But I must see you,
or three times a year and no one could
ns It may seem, the skirt
"No, sir."
Surprising
trail, this one well marked, appur-cnil- sir."
feel better. I have done lots of nurs"And you know of nothing which remains narrow, often extremely nar
"That's quite all right, Sexton. Let's might clear this
frequently used, which led
ing of the sick, nnd since Tanlac did
when Introduced, Is
row,
l'ttllness,
up?"
so much for me I have been the cause
ptraight across the field, and terminatslep In here where we can talk quiet'No, sir; I've been with th
unobtrusive and Is usually achieved
ed at n sum II gute leading through the ly."
of mnny others taking It always
Coolldges sir, ever since Miss Natalia by use of the circular cut. There Is
wire fence.
He pointed the way Into a private
Kvldently here was u
with splendid results. It Is with this
less unevenness about the hem, many
his
behind
to
short cut to the road, well known
card room, closing the door
knowledge and experience that I recof the skirts being even all the way
the servants on the estnte, and possivisitor.
This suit of dark-graoxford cloth ommend Tanlac as a wonderful med
nronnd. The
drapery Is n
"Take the seat over there, Sexton.
bly others. The discovery, however,
even In the plainest is made with a boy coat, worn over a icine."
feature
strong
"
told nothing further thun this, and You came In to see me from
Tanlac Is for sale by all good drug
dress, and has, as its
tailored dresses and coats, also the straight-lin- e
one-sid- e
contenting himself with another glance
nnd wide, overlap- trimming, stitching of heavy white gists. Over 85 million bottles sold.
fastening
about the unchanged held of rustling
"No, sir, I didn't. The fact Is, I'm
silk. A novel arrangement at the Advertisement.
ping front. This overlnpplng, one-sidclover, West proceeded along the not out there any longer."
effect Is also much noted in skirls. I'wrist Is the double cuff, and the Inter
Many a public office Is a needless
"Not there! Whnt do you mean?'
course of the path, Intending to thus
esting white Is found In an inset of
Tnilored suits nre very pronounced
expense to the taxpayers If you don't
"I've heen discharged, sir, with two
rejoin the automobile, waiting his reIn the showing of both two and three- - flannel on the collar and Ivory butwant the office.
oilier servnnls, since the funeral yes- turn behind the trees.
piece effects. A great majority of the tons trimming cuff and throat.
Within a few steps of the gate.
Jackets are waist length and In
"Discharged ! By w hom? Not Miss
which wns closed, he cnme to n midstraight, unbelted or slightly Mousing
cut effects, the hitter
a
at
ahead
Natalie,
surely?"
den, bonified pause, staring
and belted styles. The exceptions nre length, circular
renson
no
;
sir.
didn't
She
"Yes,
give
Incidental novelties, In very short hex usually trimmed with fur.
slninge something huddled In the path.
The three-piec-e
Idea Is prominent.
It was a shapeless thing, hearing no Just said we wore not wanted any
bolero styles, Chinese mandarin
It expresses Itself In two forms the
resemblance to a human being, until longer. That's one reason why I came
coats and three-quartee
wool dress with matchsmart
he advanced closer; then he recog- here to sec you, sir."
"Hut I hardly know how I can be of
ing jacket, or the crepe de chine or Pains in Back and Nervousness.
nized tlie form of n man, curled up ns
satin dress with a wool coat entirely
a dog sleeps, fnce down, hidden by his help. I have no house of my own, nnd
EARLY SPRING KNITTED CAPE covering It, the lining of which Is Made Well
Pinkham's
well, the truth of the mntter Is, Sexby Lydia
arm, and limbs drawn tip, as If In a
made of the same material as the
sudden spasm of agony. A lint wns In ton, just nt present I am not on very
Vegetable Compound
dress.
the path beyond, where It hnd fallen, good terms with the young lady myand a revolver lny glittering In the self."
Montevideo. Minn. "I suffered for
"I know that, sir," more confidently,
sunlight a few feet ir.vuy. There was
BLOOMERS THAT ARE LIKED three months with
pain in my back and
a
nm
It
Isn't
I
"and
seeking,
position
or
uoiliing familiar about either figure
macs, ana wns awiui
a
of
I
bit
all.
at
have
tidy
quite
clothing, yet uniiuestioiiniily there lay
nervouasothatlwas
Garment Made With or Without Rubcould
laid
and
get
money
away,
i he
plenty
unfit to do my work.
body of n suicide. Tho single shot
ber Bands Over the Knees
not
sir.
of
work.
That's
the point,
After I began taking
revolver
they had heard, the tell-tal- e
Gives Satisfaction.
Lydia E. Pinkham's.
close to the dead man's hand, were Why should Miss Natalie tell me to go
Vegetable Comclear evidence of what hud occurred. like that? It Isn't a hit like her, sir;
liloomers are sometimes made so
pound I grew strong,
seemed
she
nt
all
nln't
nntural
lately,
The unexpectedness of this discovand now I weigh
thnt they fasten with rubber bunds
ft '
and I tell you there's something wrong
I keep house
ery, the peciillnr position of the dead
tightly over the knees. These nre
o'
out
on
I'm
sure
there.
"You
It
Waa
Think
goln'
that,
and am able to lift
Murder, Then,
and unadorned except
man, the loneliness of that deserted
plain
usually
do
and
sir."
Sir?"
any kind of
for perhaps a few plaited ruffles
field In which he lny, shocked West
work. I have got
of what?"
"Sure
n
left
where
come.
knee
moment
the
rubbers
him strangely
Then
and, for
was a little girl, and I ain't heard of
wonderful results
"Well, for one thing, It's my opinion
there are the longer bloomers made to
hesitant. Who wns the man? What
from the Vegetable
killed any trouble thnt ought to end In murnever
Perclval
that
Coolldge
fit over the knees and fasten with clascould have led up to the pitiful trageCompound andrecommendit very highly
der, sir."
sir."
.
himself,
,.
to
I
give you permission
tic bnnds right there. They nre made
my friends.
when
dy?1 Yet he advanced step by step
Westf sat up stiffly, as.Qunjgh struck , "It icgt- old wns Mis Coolldge
Mrs.'
my testimonial.
of quite dflrkly colored silks to match,
nearer to the hideous object In the a blow.
her father died?"
210 8th St. So., Montewords startled him ;
These
wearare
shot
dress
the
heen
man
been
"She
bad
must
The
you
have
presumably,
directly
seventeen,
path.
video, Minnesota,
drove his own mind Into sudden acsir."
ing. They are nice, too, for wear with
behind the right ear, killed Instantly,
tivity.
clothes
thnt
;.re
Nervous Woman Finds Relief
Another
fitted
"And
since
crashed
ns
then Perclval Coolldge
the deadly bullet
evening
no doubt,
tightly
"What makes you think that, Sex- had full
or snugly draped, for they supply a
suffered for
Port Huron, Mich.
charge of the estate?"
through the brain. West lifted tho arm ton?" he questioned slowly.
foundation that Is entirely adequate, two years with pains in my side, and it
the face, already
which concealed
"Practically) yes, sir; there was an
more than one thing,"
there's
"Well,
I
much
worked
nervous and
I
was
nt the same time leaving no extra fullvery
shrinking from the suspicion which as though glad to have made the other trustee, but he died; and then,
ness to be disposed of to the possible just as tired in the morning as when I
I understand. Miss Natalie had
as
had began to assail hint. Then lie
went to bed. I was sleepy all the day
plunge, and anxious to Justify himself.
detriment of the hang of the dress.
some funds of her own."
knew who the dead man was Perclval
and didn't feel like doing anything, and
"But first of all that wasn't his rebloomers
Other
are
made
without
West
took
from
a
his
pocket,
cigar
was so nervous I would bite my finger
Coollilge.
volver they found lying beside him. He
these confining bnnds about the knees, nails. One of my friends told me about
not altogether
West stood guard beside the body always had one In Ills valise, an' It's and lit It. Although
or
nre
trimmed
nnd
with
wide
In
own
his
they
mind, lie had begun
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comuntil servants cnme and bore It to the there now, or wns when I looked to clear
narrow bnnds of lace, with little rows pound, and it helped me so much that I
see light.
to
to
follow.
no
effort
made
house, but
see,"
of petals or rosebuds and with many soon feit fine. "Mrs. Charles Beelek,
1910 Elk Street, Port Huron, Mich.
Instead he gnve his address to Sexton,
"Vou didn't tell thnt to the coroner,
VII
CHAPTER
applications of Ibbons. The fact Is
and continued his journey Into the
"No, sir; he never put me on the
that they repeat nicely the design of
city. After what hud passed between stand. Besides I didn't know about
the little chemise that Is meant to be
Against a Stone Wall.
them he hnd no desire to again en- It then. Did you notice where he was
worn with them and thnt they supply
Was this discovery anything to him!
counter Miss Natalie; ami under shot, sir?"
Just enough repetition of the scheme
What difference could it make wheththese circumstances, actually shrank
"Behind the right ear; the wound er Perclval Coolldge had died by his
of decoration to make the arrangewhnt
this
from meeting her. Just
was plainly visible."
ment of lingerie doubly Interesting.
own hand, or been treacherously shot
III
to
menu
the girl
man's den
might
"Not very easy for a man to do himfrom ambush? How would It benefit
he could not safely conjecture, yet self, sir."
Natalie Coolldge to have the truth
Style for the Hair.
i
your horses coughggyy Are or
deep down In his own heart, he felt
"No. hut possible, nevertheless. The revealed? And, if It would benefit her,
The Stuart style of hairdresslng has
ing
running at the
convinced that this act of self de- - coroner wns satisfied on that point."
note? If so, give them "SPOHN'S."
why should he devote his time and
returned. This means that the hair tolabor to such an effort? She had cast
A valuable remedy for Coughs,
"Yes, sir, hut the coroner overlooked
day Is parted on the right side, waved
Influenza, Pink
one thing, sir. He wns sure It was a him off, thrown him aside; her afColds, Distemper,
This is an early spring cape of beige-colore- d and puffed and brought to a high swirl
and Worms among horse and
Eye
suicide case, and wanled to get done fairs had no further Interest for him.
knitted silk and wool yarn, at the top of the head. The temples
mules. An occasional dose "tones"
Let her lawyer take care of them. worn with a
with It In a hurry. I and Simmons,
are well covered and the lobes of the
long throw scarf of many-colorthem up. Sold at all drug stores.
These
first
were
It
to
West's
washed
the
get
sir,
ready
thoughts.
body
ears exposed. This coiffure Is universilk. The hat Is of beige-colorecombed
down
All
I
hair
the
an'
mind
state
for burial,
of
true, yet this
felt.
sally becoming.
over the bullet wound. There wasn't brought no satisfaction. He was Innot
no powder marks on the skin, an'
terested ; he could not escape his first
At the present stage of the game
Thnt's whnt Impressions of the girl, or drive from
a hair was singed, sir.
the widow's mite Isn't In It with the
ninkes nie sny he never killed himself." him a desire to serve her, whether she
widow's millions.
wished It, or not. She might, Indeed,
West sat silent and motionless, lookPeltry Is Used In Some Manner on they tire, or that which has lost Its
In
enhe
from
an
assassin.
man
the
at
equal
danger
opposite,
ing straight
the Majority of Cults, Coats
first freshness. And In doing so they DYED HER SKIRT, DRESS,
deavoring to decide on a course of ac- He could not determine this until he
and Frocks.
sometimes
fall to take Into consideraof
learned
the
cause
his
the
in
of
Some
the
tion.
slaying
way
SWEATER AND DRAPERIES
depth
tion the value of fur trimmings. If the
earnestness, Sexton no longer appeared of Perclval. Then, on the other hand,
A touch of fur makes the whole of dealer docs not ask too
a
WITH "DIAMOND DYES""
profit
high
some
one
else's
a servant. He was a man, voicing a suppose
suspicions womankind kin this
year, says a
man's heart. West realized the change were also aroused. Who would they fashion writer in the KanRas City Star. on these things, the garments may be
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" eon-taior a piece of fur on a secondInstinctively; here was an Intelligent naturally look to as guilty of this hor- There is hardly a frock or a suit or a bought
directions so simple any woman can
hand garment may be ripped off and
anloyal fellow, to be met frankly, and rible crime? There wns but one
iye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
not on It somewhere, a sold for a song. Because the
garment Bkirts,
She was coat that has
for the time being, at least, on the swer Natalie Coolldge.
coats, stockings, sweaters,
band, a collar, a girdle or a dab of will sell for very little less, If any, coverings,waists,
draperies, hangings, everything,
ground of equality. It would be use- seemingly the only person to directly fur. Some varieties are perhaps a
if
she
has
never dyed before. Buy
even
with the piece of fur on It, the dealer
benefit by his death. All these considless to try to either mislead, or delittle more in vogue than others. But Is willing to take off a piece here and "Diamond Dyes" no other kind then,
him
overcame
erations
his
on,
urged
ceive.
perfect homo dyeing is sure because Diaone can hardly think of a kind that Is there and sell It separately.
mond Dyes ere guaranteed not to spot,
"Sexton," he began finally, "this Is doubt nnd Indecision. Then he desired not used.
Tell your druggist
to
learn
himself.
the
fade, streak, or run.
His
truth
eyes
a pretty serious charge you make, my
One always Jumps at the conclusion
whether the material you wish to dye Is
on Sexton's anxious face.
Mine Production.
Bituminous
man, but since I have been thinking rested
wool
whether
or
it is linen, cotton
or
silk,
"I've been thinking It over," he ad- that to think In terms of fur means
Bituminous miners dig on an aver- or mixed goods. Advertisement.
things over, I confess some suspicious
But
of money.
lavish
a
expenditure
mitted
I
It
Is
np
quietly, "apd
guess
s
circumstances have arisen In my own
of. a ton more
with Just a little conniving it Isn't so age about
mind. Of course I was not aware of to you and me to find out what this
Laugh nt other people's Jokes. It
coal each day than those employed
to
difficult
achieve
garIs the most tactful compliment and
these facts you have Just related, bul means."
In the anthracite mines.
must
One
have
all
kinds.
ments
of
"Yes. sir," hesitatingly. "You yon
they fit In nicely with some observa
don't think It wns Miss Natalie, sir?" possessed to some degree the hoard(long of my own. The truth Is." he
"No, I do not, Sexton. I have my ing habit, but even fur will wear out
Simple Dress Attractive.
confessed frankly, "I did not tell all
reasons for saying that. Yet In time, and If one has, to quote a girl
own
A wide ribbon girdle with collar,
Who Wn the Man?
I
meant
to
coroner's
I knew
the
Jury.
ever-read"Used
this cuffs and vest to match makes the simnn
tongue,
to do so, but the right questions were naturally she Is the one to be first with
but the gravy
stnutlon would later prove to be a not nsked
dress very stylish. The
and certain delnlls suspected. Do you know anything?" old fur on everything
ple straight-lin- e
nie,
INDIGESTION
confession of guilt. Vet, he thnt ns If
"(inly thnt I am sure she was In the bowl," there comes a time to throw It girdle can be made tailored and have
my memory until too lute. Do
slipped
then
Even
little
the
In
discard.
scraps
when
may, he was already definitely ruled
fired.
was
the
shot
sir,
one
two
on each side
rerall a boulder of rock out In garden,
long streamers
Not unless she you
out of tlie matter.
I saw her lliere just after you drove may be taken out and If they have of the front and one on each side of
thnt clover field?"
of
renson
long
by
grown
personally sent for him could he ever
repulsive
the back.
"Yes, sir. to the right of the path; away."
venture to go to her again In any ca- It Is
"That Is conclusive then, so far as looking at them season after season
mostly hidden now by the her
some
Bell-an- s
one
mind
decision
wss
be
To
this
his
put together by
pacity.
personal actions are concerned." they mny
growth."
Fancy Over-Blousfinal.
else to whom they ore new ; the small
Hot
a
few
concealed,
yards
"Entirely
Is ns
The vogue of the over-blous- e
est piece of fur sewn together with
Me was culled for the Inquest and
Relief
away. Well, when I crawled through
"Rather a wild guess, but It
other pieces may be utilized. Given a strong as ever. Such a blouwe makes
gave his testimony. The hearing was the fence after hearing that shot fired,
will give us something to do.
sharp knife to cut the skin on the a welcome addition to any woman's
brief, and the facts ascertained so I saw nothing, and heard nothing. I
wardrobe. It is not only good for wear
Are you game, Sexton?"
wrong side, not u hair need be lost.
clear there remained no doubt !n the hnd advanced Into the field several
Another scheme has been discovered with the suit but when the long winter 25 AND 75 PACKAGES EVERYWHERE
minds of any one hut what this was rods when I came upon the trail of
over-blous- e
may be
a case of suicide. No particular atby one who In this way takes advan coat Is used the
some one lending directly north. It
do he continued.)
the dress skirt, giving the
worn
with
sisters.
less
of
her
to
the
was
Into
provident
made
tage
probe
was not a path; merely evidence that
tempt
by
Many persons now sell their used effect of the newest of smart dresses,
cans'?, the personal affairs of the dead a single person had passed thnt way.
Paper Money.
B
man being left for Inter Investigation. I followed, and came to this boulder.
"I will give you 40,000,000 ruble
clothing to reputable dealers, for any which so frequently show the comtook
youa
ttorer. Safe to v M water. Hake you
fair price. They are pleased to get bination of a plain skirt and fancy MainWest saw Nntaile at the Inquest for Here there was every proof visible for this sieak."
At all good drnpylsU, 7b cenU, or iHraol
tLLIS, tatnitt, Me nubia. Tft
frotn
"Are they baledr
the very few momenta she waa upon that the previous party had remained
anything at all for apparel of which blouse.

,

has happened."
It was largely curiosity which led
him to leave the car. The sound of
either a rifle or a shotgun In that lonely spot would have been Instantly dismissed as mi tn ml enough, but a pistol
was different. That wns no place for
It somehow had a
such a wenpoti.
primly sinister sound.
Determined to learn exactly what
had happened, West pressed his passage forward through the vines of tin;
feme, and emerged Into the field beA Imlf dozen yards and be
yond.
found the clover t rumpled, as though
a man hnd passed that way. The trail
led Into a shallow depression, past a
rather large houldrr, near which the
trampling of the grass was even more
plain! rcveuled, as though the stranger hsJ remained here for some time,
sad even seated himself, and then,
few yards away.
abruptly ended
Evidently the fellow had turned back
a IbU yaia. and retraced his steps.

"I

BITS OF FUR FOUND EVERYWHERE

Relief
Sure
FOR
6

water
Sure

YOU CAN

i
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TWO WEEKS

Uncommon
Sense
GIVE ODDS
expect to get off In life with
start. Don't expect to
begin your work wllh an advantage
over your competitors.
Expecting these things won't secure
them. And even If you got them you
would be worse off than If you were
the one to give odds.
The ma.i who comes out from behind
Is usually the mnn who wins the race.
Now and then particularly brilliant
tulent will start a man well, and keep
him successful to the end of his days.
But In the billion and u half people
that live In the world there are probably not more thnu u hundred such
men.
Currying weight develops muscle,
and determination if you don't carry
an overload.
The man who knows that he has a
handicap to get rid of Is going to work

nON'T

a flying

Raisins in Tins
with the

Freshness of Fresh Fruit
a new

HERE'S

of
Raisins that you

Sun-Ma- id

will want to try

dainty, tender, juicy,

seeded

fruit-meat-

s

packed in tins.

The tin keeps all the
flavor in. No matter
when or where you buy
them, these raisins have

Sun-Mai-

fresh

the freshness of

fruit.
Especially delicious
in a cake or pie and
all ready, too.
Try them next time
you buy raisins. See
how good they are.
Mail coupon for free

book of tested
recipes.

Sun-Ma-

Something to
Think About

id

By F. A. WALKER

THE WHISPERERS

Raisins

d

round of life,
XN GOING our beaten
most of us at some time of our existence turn from our duteous path to
Raisin Grower!
seek the darkened corners of the whisFreino, Calif.
Mtmbtrship 13,000
Dept. N
pering gullery, where we may converse
beneath our breath with those of our
Seeded Rai-iIntimates who, like ourselves, huve
in
tint
CUT THIS OUT AND SEND IT
Itching eurs craving soluce from gosshould coat you no more
sip.
d
than the following prices:
Raisin Croweri,
The more scandalous and salacious
12 oi. tin, 20c; 8 oz. tin
Fresno, California.
Dept.
the twaddle, the more deeply colored
cupful lite), 15c.
Please send me copy of your free book,
It Is with scarlet, the better do we enRaisins in
"Recipes with Raisini."
joy rolling It over our tongues and ex
packages ahould cost you
no more than the followtracting from It the poisonous sweets.
Name
,;,
As no language under heaven Is foring prices: Seeded (in 15
tt. blue pig.), 20c; Seedbidden In the whispering gallery, the
less (in IS oi. red fig.),
Street..
atmosphere pervading It Is putrid, sug18c; Seeded or Seedless
gestive of mildew und decay.
15c.
(U t.),
..State...
It Is in the whispering gallery thai
City..
character Is blackened.
Unruly tongues babble without re--"
if some people have common sense
Longer Skirta.
stralnt,
darting to und fro ns once did
"Will silk stockings be worn?"
they evidently think It Is too oommoD
the forked tongue of the serpent that
"Yes," replied Miss Cayenne, "but to use.
lured Eve to eat the forbidden apple.
they will not, as heretofore, constitute
It Is here that the truth Is seldom
most of the costume."
and exactly uttered. To be Just, even
In the slightest degree, would conflicT:
Cutlcura Soothes Itching Scalp.
with the delightful pleasantries of the
On retiring gently rub spots of dan.
meeting-place- ,
constantly
draff and Itching with Cutlcura Oint
In popularity with the growth
growing
ment. Next morning shampoo with
of mankind.
Cutlcura Soap and hot water. Make
No one who habitually frequents the
them your everyday toilet preparations
gallery can be true to one's
whispering
and have a clear skin and soft, white
own heart or to one's friends.
hands. Advertisement.
And It Is this falsity to self and to
this wanton disregard of the
friends,
earn
scheme
doesn't
Its
that
Any
ennobling things, which Is causing fricway Is predatory.
tion In the world and slowly undermining our Individual and civic content.
Even when work Is scarce you will
Yet we go on from day to day with
find It everywhere.
sullied tongues and minds without
pausing lo consider on how precarious
Mrs. Martha Jefferson
a base we are posing, grinning false
smiles, practicing deception and slandering our dearest associates.
It Is not probable In our human
weakness that wo shall ever be fairly
just to one another, or follow even In
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on a small way the teachings of the Gold
package or on tablets you are not get en Rule, but we can to some extent Im
ting the genuine Bayer product preprove ourselves and let Into our hearts
scribed by physicians over twenty-twmore sunshine and substantial
years and proved safe by millions for
happiness by speaking no evil and
Colds
Headache
Toothache
Lumbago
Earache
Rheumatism
1
Pain, Pain
Neuralgia
Accept "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
How's Your Appetite?
only. Each unbroken package contains
Are You Keryoos?
proper directions. Handy boxes of
twelve tablets cost few cents. DrugSleepless-- ?
gists also sell bottles of 24 and 100.
ttlil!l!HI!;!!llll!inillllllM
HIilBWIMIIIIIilltllPllll!!
Asperln Is the trade mark of Bayer
Brushyknob, Mo. "Two yeari ago
A
with children's
table
room
dlnlne
Manufacture
of
of
Monoacetlcacldester
I was in poor health and was not able to
eager, hungry faces around It, ceases toAdvertisement.
do all my work: I had a dull headache
Sallcyllcacld.
be a mere dining room woie, arm
all the time. I also had a hurting in
cornea an altar. Dinner la not replenlah-men- t
of the physiological furnaces; It
In this world the hardest knocks
my back and one of my limbs would
take spells of hurting and would feel
partakes of the nature ot a sacrament,
we get are delivered by our supposed
mether the high priestess, and
witii
the
tiumb. I could not sleep good at night, friends.
the father well, let us call him the
did not eat much, and my perves were
Strungky.
tithe gutherer.-Slm- on
in bad shape. I told my husband I
could not go much longer, so we decidFOR OVER 40 YEARS
WHAT TO EAT
ed to write to Dr. Pierce, Pres. of HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE has
Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y. He
treatment
In
been used successfully
the
Dressing.
said for me to take the 'Favorite Preof Catarrh.
ST. FRANCIS salad
of a cupful of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE conscription' and the 'Golden Medical Dissists of an Ointment which Quickly
cream beaten stiff, two tabtespoonfuls
covery' also some 'Pleasant Pellets' (all
anil the)
by local application,
of which I got at the drug store) and I Relieves
Internal Medicine, a Tonic, which acta of tomato catsup, two teaspoonfuls of
Mucous
soon began to get better. All the
of a teaspoon-f- t
lemon juice,
through the Blood onthe the
Inflammation.
thus reducing-.
disagreeable symptoms left me and I
a few dashes of cayand
snlt
of
all
Sold
by
felt like a different woman." Mrs.
Mix and serve chilled.
P. J. Cheney
enne.
Co., Toledo, Ohio.
.Martha Jefferson, Box 4.
Hotel
in
Pierce's
Invalids'
Write Dr.
Honey Dressing.
Many a man would rather lie when
Buffalo, N. Y., for free confidential
f
asked for Information than say "I
Boll
medical advice.
cupful of strained
don't know."
honey and pour over three well beaten
egg yolks; cook, stirring constantly;
Important to Mothersbottle of remove from the heat when thick and
Examine carefully every
continue beating. Add salt, paprika
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
nd lemon lulce to taste, nnd just be- SHAVES
for Infants and children, and see that it

BLAKE

H

la,.J

harder than the man who is ahead,
and feels thnt he can take It easy.
It Is well enough to tuko It easy
along in the autumn of your life, when
you have enough money stowed away
in the bank to support you, nnd enough
achievement behind you to satisfy
your conscience.
But begin the game with the Idea
that you can take It easy, and some
gentleman who knows that he has to
work, and is willing to work, is going
lo overtake you.
When he does overtake you he will
be so accustomed to hard work that
he will keep right on. And you, who
have become soft, and who are Irritated at the thought of having to do a
little labor, will drop back Into the
place where you started.
Many a man has learned to save
by having a mortgage to pay oft on
his house.
Many a man has risen to
the top In an organization because
everybody elae In it tried to persuade
htm that he had no chance.
Battling against odds develops reand
sourcefulness
and
courage
strength. All of those things you
require If you expect to travel any
distance In this world.
When you start the game, even If
you are offered odds, don't take them.
They will make you lazy and careless,
and unfit you for the battle that Is
bound to come.
Give odds at the start, and by the
time the real effort begins you will be
so developed mentally and physically
that you will be fit for it.
(

ROOKIES TRAINING FOR AUTO SQUAD

AFTER
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'
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NEW MEXICO

By WILL M. MAUPIN

rTHB

drum Is now busted,
The wagon wheels bent.
The trumpet Is noiseless
From many a dent.
The woolly sheep bleats
When you squeeze It no more.
The l'rugments of toys
Now litter the floor.
But what of It all?
Clear the Uttered up stuff
The children enjoyed them
And that Is enough.
(

by Will M. Maupln.)

o

Has Anyone Laughed
At You
ETHEL R.
Because

PBYSER

carry bundles around?
"For
Haven't people said:
sake, I never see
goodness'
you but that you look like a
truck horse?" Never mind If
they do you are at least not too
proud, maybe, to do a service
for some one, or get things to
their destination before the expressman or postman. Carrying
things never yet hurt anybody
and you have the feeling that
this or that is done.
80
here Is:
Your
You can lift some one's burden, perhaps, by burdening yourself, and then, too, the pride that
la hurt by bundles Isn't worth
much.
You

y

v

-

-

,

Showing How Spare "Shoes" Are Stolen From Rear of Car.
One of the greatest sources of worry for the New York police department
Is the matter of stolen automobiles. Annually thousands of cars are stolen, and
In many Instances they are recovered.
The thieves have many ways In which
they make away with the cars, likewise are they learned In altering the ap
pearance of a stolen car so (hat It Is not easily recognized. Changing license
plates, removing (lie serial numbers of the motor, repainting and in some cases
rebuilding the body; these are some of the steps taken by the auto thieves to
disguise stolen cars. The police have taken stringent steps to prevent a spread
of the thievery and are training rookies for the special duty of detecting nnd
recovering stolen cars.

by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

HOW TO START

by John Blake.)

Cause
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CuticuraSoap
Without Mug
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Bmmtw Duoroff 8 topi BsUrralllagl
HMtoraa Color and
Baatr t Crar and FadoJ Hatrt
MLaaa vi.utai wrorrui.
Tllicos Cnnn. Wfci.rtchoftUf,

HINDERCORNS

jft

Signature of
In Use for Over 80 Years.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castona
Every time a man borrows trouble
he gets the worst of the transaction.

777 RJV

norafl OnrWL O

Iodm tie.. itoM all nala. niuri M comfort to I
trru DikH walking wr. too. by mat I or at Drmf
tilt. aiaNZCkaulaIWarka,rataiuna,lUr.
i'AHH YOl'B PBOPERTY tll'KKLV Location Immaterial. Olva but price. UNIVERSAL
N.
BALES AGENCY, Sulta 43,

W. N. U., DENVER,
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Morning

K eepYbur
- EVes

CIan-CIa- r
Write

for free tA Care So
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Healthy
Co.CHe.Ul

Two Meals a Day.

Following Ih by J. H. Kellogg, M.
D. : "The most primitive people take
one meal a day. Millions in India eat
only once a day, but the majority eat
The
twice a day.
plan Is the prevailing custom of the
world.
There are only a few civilized nations that practice eating three
or more meals daily. We can eat hut
twice a day, and eat physiologically;
that Is, give the stomach an opportunity for proper rest after digesting the
There should be neven nours
food.

-- T-

by McClure

(

Newapsper

Tut OPentNG &u.'.

COPYRIGHT

turning our backs upon the whispering
gallery, resolving no more to darken Its
door, or court companionship with
mischievous meddlers and busybodles.
Let us make a start In this direction today and hold fast to the good
purpose until the end of life.

wire
If you have on
coffee or teapot stand, save it to us
for a trivet when steumlng or boiling
puddings In cloth. The stand will keep
the pudding from touching the bottom of the kettle.

Syndicate.)

(($, 1923, Western Newspaper Union.)

Ttlot tier's Coo

one-hal-
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d-V 3v

ft

drug-gluts-

FAILS

Not Always Easy to Determine Which
la Right Terminal on Coll Care
la Necessary to Secure
Good Connection.

Say Bayer and Insist!

h

WHEN IGNITION

Accidents.

KEROSENE NOT GOOD

'

Bur-fac-

as Shown

Did the Trick.

old-tim- e

h

Length of Insulated

ot

of

Among the causes of traffic
accidents are careless driving,
children playing In the streets,
poor parking accommodations,
bad
Insufficient
playgrounds,
street lighting, lack of signs,
narrow street limits, Inadequate
police force and unintelligent
trutllc regulations.

A STALLED GAR

Sun-Ma-

Aspirin

a.

I Bool

o

Drained Case Should Be Treated
With Fresh Engine Oil.
Engineers Havs Figures to Prove
That New Method Is More EconomicalDrain About Every 500
Miles

During

Winter.

Kerosene used to he a good stand
on which motorists depended for
cleaning their engines.
Now come oil engineers with the
declaration tli'nt kerosene causes a
loss of 18 per cent of the total lubricating capacity of an automobile.
So, instead of using kerosene to
tliisli out the crank caf", those who
sCuiHi-iliiu pi, a si' of motoiliig
li.n
the drained case should h
say
cleaned wiih fresh engine oil.
anil
That costs more money,
arouses a bit of suspicion, when It Is
known that this advice comes from
the oil companies. But their engineers
have the figures to prove (hat, In the
long run, the new method Is the more
by

economical.

Engines that have any form
lubrication have oil troughs
and pockets In which part of the kerosene used for flushing Is sure to remain. In some cars, say the oil enLEAD OF
INSULATED
gineers, the kerosene retained in this
WIRE.
way represents 18 per cent of the total lubricating capacity of the car.
It Is safer, therefore, to use the regular kind of engine oil. The crank
case should be drained about every
1,000 miles In summer, and every SOU
miles In whiter. Every time the
A Length of Insulated
Wire, Kept for
Is made, the case should be
change
Is
Run
From
Emergency,
Directly
Hushed with engine oil Instead of keroCoil.
to
Battery
sene.
mined by trial usually It will he the
The oil used for this purpose can
terminal which indicates a live cir- be put to other lubricating uses.
cuit when tested by the simple procRegular cleaning of the crank case
ess of rubbing the special wire on it means longer life for the engine. The
when the breaker points are closed. carbon thnt accumulates there In a
In connecting the end of the special season's run Is enough to wear down
wire to a terminal, be sure that the the bearings, pistons and cylinder walU
In a short time.
regular wire has first been disconCMERfiENCY

RZCA LL
THE

TMZYOUMeTTHZ

reCUk

FTr?

PCAYINC

fore serving fold In one cupful of
cream, beaten stiff.
Baked Eggs With Ham.
Make a cream sauce and add to It
one cupful of cold cooked ham, finely
minced. Butter custard cups, break an
egg Into each and stand In a pan of
hot water In the oven "until firm.
Spread the minced ham on a platter
or on slices of toast and turn the eggs
onto It. Sprinkle with seasoning of
salt, pepper and 'nlnced parsley.
.

NAIL")

Ii

;

nected.

fib

Supper Dish.
Take a few stalks of celery and half
Spanish onion both minced, simmer
Season
In salted water until tender.
s
with paprika, pepper, and add
o
of a cupful of cheese that has
Such Is Man.
been finely shaved, then add a beaten
When he Is born, bis mother gets the
egg, a tulilespnonful of butter and
teaspoonful of sugar. Beat attention; at his marriage, the bride
all together briskly for a few minutes gets It; at his funeral the widow geta
It. From the Associated Editors,
and serve on thinly sliced new bread.
Another Extra Dividend.
"Did you ever steal apples when
from the beginning of one meal to the
beginning of the next; at least four you were a boy?"
"Sure," said Mr. Orabson. "Waterhours should elapse between eating
and going to bed. This makes more melons, too. And that reminds me."
"Eh?"
than two meals impossible when one
"I've got to attend a director
Is living on the ordinary dietary."
The boys are going to cut
meeting.
one."
The Weathercock.
The church weather vane has been
Yale Yelled, "Going, Gone."
handed down to our own day from the
Elihu Yale, the founder of Yale
time of St. Dunstun. Its name,
weathercock, suggests Its shape. This college, Is suld to have been (he first
bird, emblem of vigilance, represents man In England to conduct a sale by
auction.
the preacher and rouses the sleepy.

it

one-ha- lf

A motorist
In distress
recently
asked for help because his Ignition
had failed. In view of a threatened
snowstorm and rapidly approaching
darkness, it was desirable to remedy
the trouble ns quickly as possible. A
hasty examination showed that the
fuse was Intact; but the maze of wiring of the switchboard and the connecting instruments was far too complicated to detach and make any repairs, even with the manufacturer's
chart at hand lo explain the intricacies of the wiring. Nevertheless, we
had the motor running in less Hum
five minutes. The means used wus
simply a
length of Insulated
wire connected as shown.
When the Ignition falls und the
trouble seems to he somewhere between the coll and the battery, the
quickest way to get the engine going
Is to run a special wire direct from
the battery to the coll.
Inasmuch as there are usually from
two to four terminals on the coil, it is
not always easy to say which Is the
right one. Sometimes the manufacturer's Instruction hook will Indicate It,
or the right terminal may be deter- -

AS ENGINE CLEANSER

The other end of the special wire
should be connected with the side of
the battery that Is not grounded. Care
must be exercised to ohtnin a good
connection at this point. Scrape the
electrode clean, and if any difficulty Is
then experienced In obtaining a good
spark, make a nail hole in the elec
trode and wedge a few strands of wire
Into It. as illustrated.
When this connection is made, the
Ignition switch will be Inoperative,
but the engine may be stalled by
bringing the car to a stop and letting
the clutch In gently while the brake Is
on. Care should be taken to crank
the engine Immediately after making
the connection and to disconnect the
wire as soon as the motor stops In or
der to prevent the coils becoming
overheated. M. It. V., In Popular
Science Monthly.

The record for changing a tire of
an ordinary small automobile Is 3
seconds.
minutes, 28

Mileage Told by Tires.
Tires tell mileage history more con
vincingly even than speedomelers. The
appearance of a car Is frequendy mnde
r marred by condition of the tires.

When tightening nuts which hold
wires to spark plugs, the wires should
be held firmly with one hand while
the nuts nre being lightened with a
pair of pliers In the other hand.

The old system of throwing the
clutch out before applying the brakes
is fast becoming taboo.

If a loose bolt or uut slips Into the
drip pun It Is wise to Immediately
where it belongs and reseat It.
lo-c-

In connecting up any battery, wet
cells or dry cells, care should bo taken
lo use a good grade of Insulated rubber covered wire.
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AN EPITOME OF

Alexandre Elbot, former premier
and a minister In many of the French
cabinets, died suddenly In Paris.
A clash between German demonFrom Ail Over
LIVE
strators and French troops occurred
at the railway station at Bochum.
The French fired, killing one person
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE and wounding several.
The yield of potatoes ail over EngPROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
is estimated at one and
land
HOME AND ABROAD.
tons an acre more than last
Fire of unknown origin completely
year and more than a ton above the iestroyed the Sears garage In Capltan
average of the ten years from 1912 to
recently and the building and most of
1921.
he contents were a total loss.
FROM ALL
The war ministry order calling to
MexDolores Hurtado,
the colors the 1902 Italian reservists ican
w as shot to death by a man
girl,
of the second class led to a report that
mown at Phoenix as Pedro Branch, In
DOING 8, ACHIEVE- Italy anticipates hostilities In the Near a house where the girl sought protecSAYING8,
East and Is preparing to protect Ital- tion.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
ia?. Interests.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Assuring a copper output of not less
has
commission
The reparations
than
8,000,000 pounds per month, a
postponed until Jan. 31 the payment second blast furnace was blown in at
of 500,000,000 gold marks due from
the United Verde smelter at Clarks-dalWESTERN
Germany Jan. 15. France, Italy and
Ariz.
C. S. Townley, brother, of A. C. Belgium voted for delay. Sir John
Francisco
Vigil was shot through the
not
did
the
British
member,
at
Bradbury,
Townlcy, former president and
and hip during a scuffle on the
hand
a
ballot.
cast
Nonpresent nutlonal organizer of the
recentMrs. Edith Thompson and Fred railroad tracks near Carrlzozo
partisan League, was killed In an auIs alleged, by a gun In the hands
It
ly,
tomobile grade crossing accident near erick Bywaters were executed In Lon
don for the murder of the woman's of Leandro Gonzales.
Lincoln, Neb.
Resenting the whipping bis father
husband,
Percy Thompson, on Oct. 4
in
One of the largest recovery works
bad
in
was
given him over an argument about
executed
last,
liywuters
a
he world Is in ruins as a result of
was going to school, Gregorlo Ayalla, 15
Mrs.
Thompson
prison.
lire at Alvarado, Calif. The plant,
a few minutes later In Hollo-wayears old, of Powell, secured an autoowned by the California Salt Company, banged
matic pistol and shot himself through
Jail.
was valued at $300,000. Intermittent
he heart.
coal commission lias
German
The
fire
fighters.
explosions endangered
coal owners of the
the
Operations tit the property of the
prohibited
tho
l'lood conditions throughout
near
from supplying coal or coke to Black Hawk Mining Company
Ituhr
Williuuiette and Hood river valleys, France or
If payment is Silver City are being rushed to the
even
ltelgium,
Oregon, which turned most streams mude for the fuel. This stiffening at- limit and it is reported that another
Into great torrents, are reported much
titude by the German government Is big ore strike has been made at the
improved. Almost everywhere the
t
level.
to precipitate drastic uction
waters have begun to recede and rail- expected
the French government.
of the appointment
Announcement
by
service
corporations,
roads, public
anTheunls
Premier
formally
of O. S. Shipley of Mesa nnd Mrs. H.
highway bodies and residents have be- nounced to the Chamber of
Deputies M. Warren of tilendale ns members of
gun to repair the Immense damage In Brussels the
determi the board of education of the Tempe
government's
done.
nation to "stand beside France" In Normal School of Tempe was made by
A concurrent resolution calling for
of the Ituhr district. Governor George W. P. Hunt.
the
ratification of the Colorado river He occupation
that the ullles were movregretted
Several thousand head of cuttle
of
compact signed by representatives
without England, but said that have been shipped from Des Moines
ing
N.
Santa
states
at
I'e,
seven Western
"neither anger nor vengeance" actu during the past few weeks, most of
M., last November, was introduced in ated Belgium.
them going to other states for winter
the senate of the sixth Arizona legisThere are very few left on
grazing.
lature by Senator Keene St. Charles of GENERAL
In this section of the slate.
Mohave county. I'assuge of the resoMinneapolis, Minn., was selected for the ranges
lution by both houses would be re- the 1923 annual convent ion of the
Displaying a degree of knowledge
quired fur ratification of the compact. American Bar Association by the ex of safe construction which established
In safe
A pilot Ir un airplane began to sow ecutive committee of the organization beyond a question experience
conference at Hot cracking, one or more robbers cracked
a JTtiaire fluid to grain three miles at the
r
the safe of the Piggly Wlggly store ut
Springs, Ark.
west of Tracy, Calif., on the A.
obtained between $300
The pilot kept the maranch.
lr. Williolm Mayer, the German Douglas and
chine 100 feet from the ground and ambassador to France, has left Paris. und .$'100 In rash.
The cost of the occupation of Galthe released se-- 'i covered a swath fif- Dr. Mayer took ills leave without notior givby the National Guard under Adj.
ty feet wide. A half suck was required fying the French foreign office
lup
1o the aire, and It was estimated the ing any indicutior of the reasons lor Uen. Henry Ilolf F.rown during the
cost was$l un acre ns ugalnst 10 cents his departure.
coal miners' strike Is shown to have
Former King Conslni.tlne of Gr ece been J8S,;tt;5."b in the adjutant genan acre when t lie sowing Is done by
died suddenly at Palermo, Sicily of eral's report. Most of this, $50,025.71
horses.
Imi went for salaries to the officers and
Tho south cut bank of the Hod river cerebral lieinoi.huge. Constaiitine
urteiioscieros's unlisted men.
was made the boundary line between been suffering from
und nephritis, but there had been no
Texas and Oklahoma by order of the
The big cotton gin at Sun Jon, N.
expectation of a sudden and fatal endthe
in
at
Court
M., which lias been under construction
Washington
Supreme
ing.
for the past sixty days, opened recentfamous lied river case. The decision
The crew of the Anchor Une's
and U is believed that a good run
It a compromise of the conflicting conwhich docked in New York city ly,
Is one of the
tentions of the L'nlted Slates anil Tex- recently, hud a thrilling experience is uhead of it. The gin
In the slate und Is so constructed
est
dismost
u
drum
of the
steel
as, the cut bank for
during the voyage when
that It will be us near fireproof as It
tance, where the contest centered at two tons in weight, ripped from its
be made.
the liig Bend, being between the bluffs lashings by a mighty wave, crushed
seaan overwhelming vote the Salt
Two
By
forecastle.
the
into
down
insisted
United States
which the
seven tllver Vulley Water Users' Association
and
to
death
were
crushed
men
l,ould be made the boundary, and the
us the drum rolled from wall voted to bond itself for .$1,800,000 for
xotith hank of the river at Its normal injured
he construction of the Mormon Flat
to wall.
he
should
Texas
which
urged
stage,
deliberation the Jam below Roosevelt (lain, and for
hours'
Atler
fifty
made the line.
raising the spillway at Roosevelt
jury in the trial of Frank Robinson,
feet, and for extensive additions
WASHINGTON
former sheriff of Nueces county, Tex
dam.
tliree oilier ueiemiams .o the power plant at Roosevelt
The Supreme Court reversed a de- as, anil
Hubof
Fred
of
murder
Willi
the
of
ore
Court
federal
Fifteen
of
district
feet
the
running 5 per
rision
charged
Colorado which held that Kay Jaynes, erts, hi ire ranch owner, last October, ;ent copper und thirty ounces of silver
David Kurren and others could not acipiilled the defendants, according to :o the ton, opened by a crosscut in the
be prosecuted In tu fwOT;u courts on a telephone message received in fcan North, or Old Dominion vein, fifty-fivt
t
level, is a
b chargo of conspiracy to prevent Antorlo from Laredo, where the trial feet below the
William iiasconi and others from drivwas conducted.
gift tO'the stockholders of the
Dr. Hubert Lewis Laddoik, fornix
and Boston Copper Company,
ing sheep over public land In Moffat
Protestant Episcopal bishop of the announced by Manager 10. C Deane a
county, Colorado.
l'remier A. iionur Law Instructed eastern missionary district of Oregon, ilobe.
Chancellor of the Exchequer Stanley and Miss Helen Aitken, heiress to half
Through the failure of the Lotus
Italdwln, now In Washington heading of a '2,500,000 eslate, were married
alley Wuter Users Association to file
Columbus
In
St.
at New York city
Hie I'.ritisli debt funding commission,
the necessary data to substantiate Its
to insist upon a further Interest rale chapel, Cathedral of St. John the Di- application for water rights on the
conreduction. He suggests the United vine. Bishop Arthur S. Lloyd
,,ill Williams river for irrigation
.states would consent to 3 per cent ducted the ceremony. Only a few
the application has been canDr. Paddock,
The friends were present.
upon the $4,277,000,000 owing.
celled according to a statement made
liremler approves payment of the debt who is 53 years old, resigned as bishop lulillc at Phoenix by W. S. Norviel,
lust September.
with bunds.
stale wuter commissioner.
t
lie
The Henry M. Flagler arrived here
apInto
by
activity
Spurred
The famous Santa Fe Dredging
proaching retirement of Secretary of at Key West, Florida, with the five Company, which has mined for gold
the
the
Columbus
Fall
from
cabinet,
the Interior
survivors of the seaplane
in Golden, N. M., has been put in the
Senate will proceed at once to full and which was wrecked und sunk twenty-on- e
hands of a receiver by the District
of
deal
the
by
complete Investigation
miles northwest of Havana, carryCourt.
It is estimated that $400,000
which Full leased the government's
to
their
four of its passengers
has been put Into this company in the
vast oil reserve at Teapot dome, Wyo- ing
Those who lost their lives past couple ojl decades. Judge Hollo-madeaths.
ming, to the Sinclair Interests, Sena- were: Edwin F.
Atkins, J.Ir., 30 years
appointed W. II. Dicks of Golden
tor Walsh, Democrat, Montana, deold, New York capitalist; Miss Grace receiver and David Grant of Santa Fe
clared In Washington.
New York, nurse; and .Mrs. referee.
The American government will make McDonald,
two
Atkins'
children, Edward F. ill,
Forty cases of liquor, a truck and a
no reply to the German protest 5
years old, and David, 3.
touring cur, valued at $3,000, were
Against the French movement Into the
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
seized ut Springer, N. M., by local ofKuhr, It was said at the White House.
his wife, as the first step of r. ficials and state prohibition enforceIt was said further that the Washing-Iogovernment can see at this time plan to enter upon Independent proment officers. In u gun buttle precedno way by which its desire to be help- duction of cinema features, made by ing the seizure, a man w ho gave his
ful In the reparations crisis can be other leading actors of the screen, name as Lou Meyer was shot through
child film
advanced and Is not, therefore, moving have offered Jackie Coogan,
the right shoulder und Is in a Springer
actor, a contract for four pictures, and hospital, under arrest, being treated
In the matter in any way.
un
for
announced
expansion
have
pluns
for injuries.
An unusual tribute was paid by the
of the United States Artists' organizaHouse Tuesday to Itepresentallve
J. T. Johnson and J. C. McKay,
restated
Times
Los
the
Angeles
Ktedinan, Democrat, of North Carolina, tion,
prospectors of the Southwest,
cently.
veteran
Confederate
he only
serving
committed suicide at Nogales. The men
incuded the Gerhave
French
rose
for
to
troops
when
he
plead
in that body,
had followed the trails together over
federal consideration of a bill to per- man Ituhr, occupying Essen und adja- desert and mountains In the search
An
resistance.
without
cent
a
of
territory
mit the erection in Washington
tor wealth and together they went out
military line was estabmonument to the Southern Negro eighteen-milinto
the unknown trail that leads to
as
Kswn
with
Ituhr
the
lished
through
Mammy. The entire membership,
the other side. The bodies were found
and Democrats, cheered Mr. its center und Bruckhotisen and
side by side In the Furnace building
on e ends.
tttedmnn for several minutes.
in which Johnson was janitor.
American
League
of
umpire;
Ollle
Chill,
The Midway Irrigation Company
With the completion of projects now
Utah won Its suit In the Supreme George Hoodie and Hubert J. Burke, under construction or surveyed,
Cleveheld
are
by
being
Court of the United States to prevent contractor,
will have been- - spent for
II version of percolating waters by the
land, Ohio, police authorities In an efroads In New Mexico, acfederal
aid
of
J.
Edward
fort to solve the murder
Snake Creek Mining and Tunnel
to Highway Engineer Leslie A.
and sale to others than those McOregor, 28, who was found shot to cording
Glllelt. And by that time New Mexico
death In an apartment In Euclid avesupplied by the Irrigation company.
will buve 1,577.04 miles of constructed
nue.
conIn
fifty years
For the first time
Mails.
Bran-noM.
A.
Dr.
of
The resignation
gressmen next year will have no free
The big cotton gin at Portales, N.
Belolt
of
College
as president
seeds to distribute to their constitubus turned out 558 bules of cotton
M,
trusthe
been accepted regretfully by
ents. The senate suhttcred the
the season und it is thought
during
chanthe
tees to permit liiin to accept
tradition by passing the agrithat the total will reach over 000 beMoncultural appropriation bill with the cellorship of the University of
fore the run Is completed for the seafree seed appropriation eliminated. tana and associated state schools, it son. The general opinion is that there
In
Chicago.
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of
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a
total
$73,518,000.
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Essen. German coal magnates, acting through the directors of the Ruhr
coal mines, defied the French military
authorities and flatly refused to deliver coal and coke to the allies as demanded by General De Goutte, the
French commander-in-chief- .
The Germans notified the French of
their decision just after the French
extended their zone of military occupation to include Dortmund. They
now hold every Inch of the great
Ruhr coal fields and the chief industrial center of Germnny.
In the main, owners said they would
obey the German commission at Berlin which had ordered them not to deliver coal. The French had threatened
courtmartlal und Imprisonment as the
penalty for German refusal.
Hugo Stlnnes, leading German industrialist and mine owner, has left
the Rhlnelund and his whereabouts are
unknown.
London.
The Berlin government
has decided to expel all French civilians from Germany and establish practically a slate of war against France,
aside from fighting, according to a
Berlin dispatch to the Daily Express.
The Times' Dusseldorf correspondent says that from an economic point
of view the situation In the Ruhr is
distinctly worse.
German determination is hardening
and the irritation of the population is
Increasing.
Officials state that food prices have
risen 50 per cent since the occupation
nnd the requisition of hay, straw and
gasoline Is causing great hardship.
The Times' correspondent interviewed some or the Industrial lenders
who attended u recent meeting with
the French, and hey were emphatic
in declaring that nothing would induce
them to change their attitude or consider resumption of reparations delivn
troops
eries while the
were In the Rlihr.
Two trade union leaders, whom the
correspondent interviewed, suid Ihey
were In close communion with English
trade union lenders and would refuse
to work overtime for the French while
there were so many unemployed In
England. On the other hand, the
French are equally determined to enforce their will. The correspondent
quotes a French general as saying
there is nothing they are not prepared
to do to compel the industrialists to
ibnndon their obstinate attitude.

ODD JOBS FOR FARMER

Hangs Alleged Striker.
The body of E. C.
Gregor, a Missouri & North Arkansas
striker, was found hanging from a
bridge near the railroad yards at Harrison, Ark., according to the Harrison
correspondent of the Arkansas Democrat. According to best reports available, Gregor was taken from his home
und hanged by the mob after he had
fired into the crowd that sought to arrest him, wounding one man In the

hand. Gregor's body, found swinging
on n rope by the neck, was cut down
to
by railroad employes and brought
Harrison.
French Troops Fire Upon Germans.
Bochum. One German was killed
were seriously
nnd two Germans
wounded when French troops fired on
a crowd in order to quell a clash between nationalists nnd communists.
The nationalists were holding u demonstration before the city hall, where
the French general was staying, when
the communists began n
and a clash between the
factions resulted. This was the first
disorder since the occupation. Bochum, to which the French occupation
has been extended, exceeds the Essen
region, already occupied, In coal production.

Calves Increased 30
to 50 Per Cent.
of

Have Improved Both Type and HANDY SALT BOX FOR STOCK
Quality Breeding Operations In.
ef Receptacle
Advantage
Among
volve Use of More Than One
Shown in Illustration Is That It
Hundred Purebred Bulls.
Can Be Nailed to Post.

the United Statea Department
of Agriculture.)
- Hy the use of selected bulls of superior quality, an extensive beef-cattl- e
ranch in central Florida has Increased
the weight of its calves by from 80 to
50 per cent over that of native calvw
of the same age. Starting five years
ago, according to W. F. Ward, a former employee of the United States De- (Prepared

Life of Machinery Can Easily Be
creased From Five to Fifteen

In-

Years by Repairing and Replacing Broken Parts.
It Is a common Idea that only a
skilled mechanic can do shop work on
the farm, but this is not the case, according to H. H. Fenton, Industrial
specialist of the Kansas State Agricultural college home study service. In
a bulletin entitled "The Farm Shop,"
by Mr. Fenton, some useful hints for
are offered.
the farmer-mechani- c
"The farmer ought not to attempt
to shoe his horses without experience,"
the bulletin says, "but he can repair
and replace broken bolts and clevises
and fit ax and hoe hnndles without
the necessity of going to town. At
the home shop there Is no waiting your
turn, fcut each job is a special order
to be done at Its own proper time.
Longer Life for Machines.
"The uverage life of uncared-fo- r
machinery Is less than five years, but
this can be Increased to fifteen years
or more If properly housed and effectively repaired In an emergency.
"The shop should be in n special
building, which will be a safeguard
against a spread of fire, more or less
liable to start from a spark from the
forge. The building should be placed
close to the machinery shed for convenience and arranged with entrances,
either in both ends or on each side,
making it possible to bring in any
horse-draw- n
A shop eight
Implement.
feet by ten feet floor space Is large
enough for the average farm, but If
a forge Is Included It must be twelvo
feet each way.
"Each shop should have Its individual arrangement, which will be determined by the equipment, the kind
of work to be done and the size of
For instance, the drill
the shop.

Franco-Belgia-

Mob

by

Drought Is Said to Be
Chief Cause for Low Production In 1922.

one-ha-

in Improving
In Kentucky.

Be Used

Herds
FAILURES

Much of our failure in winter milk
and butter production Is due to belated marketing. The butter tubs are
not filled as quickly as In the flush of
the season. Often the tub stands practically open to catch and hold all the
Impurities floating In the air. Tills
Culhane It Not Mint Bandit.
state of affairs might be easily obviatof a telegram ed by having the tubs as nearly airChicago. Receipt
Cream palls and
from the Denver police resulted In tight as possible.
freedom for Daniel Culhane, arrested Jars are to be had that are very nearly
as a suspect In connection with the impenetrable by any ntmosphere, no
$200,000 Denver mint robbery on Dec. matter how foul. These are all but de18.
The Denver telegram stated that tails, yet they are Immense in their Imphotographs and finger prints of Cu- portance.
lhane were not those of any of the mint
robbers. Culhane also gave the police PRUNING IN DORMANT SEASON
a satisfactory alibi and was given his
liberty.
Slight Preference Should Be Given to
Late Winter or Early Spring
for Operation,
Italy Offers to Mediate.
London. Italy has offered to medPruning may be done any time duriate between France and Germany on
the dormant season. Possibly very
ing
Centhe reparations question, says a
preference should be given to
tral News dispatch from Home, quot- slight
late winter or early spring, so far as
Italian
the
announcement
un
by
ing
the trees are concerned, but If left
ministry of foreign affairs. Italy's until such a season the chances are
proposals, the dispatch adds, embrace very good that the work will not be
economic control of the Ruhr together completed because of rush of other
with a commercial alliance with Ger- farm practices.
Consequently any
many,
Italy Is represented as anx- favorable weather following the dropwise
in
no
ious that such an alliance
ping of the foliage should be used for
character.
assume an
pruning.

Salt Box.

their noses and partake to their
heart's content. The moment they are
through the lid falls back In place,
Head of a Purebred Aberdeen-Angus- .
thus keeping the contents clean and
from rain, which often conpartment of Agriculture and now as- protected
much salt as several cows.
as
sumes
owners
the
with
ranch,
the
sociated
Van Horn, Nebraska, In
have Improved both type and quality. Dale It.
Hoard's
Dairyman.
involve
the
The breeding operations
use of more than 100 purebred bulls
and a total of about 30,000 head of CATCH SHEEP IN RIGHT WAY
stock. In the absence of a sufficient
number of purebred bulls, carefully se- Much Suffering Could Be Prevented
lected crossbred and high grades are
by Little More Intelligent and
likewise used temporarily.
Careful Handling.
The ranch raises approximately 90
the
and
needed
bulls
Much of the suffering withstood by
per cent of the
quality Is Improving from year to year. sheep might be avoided by a little
Include
The breeds of cattle raised
more careful nnd intelligent handling.
Aberdeen-Angus- ,
Shorthorn, Hereford, Many an Ignorant flockowner, catches
and Bralimnns. A small herd of purea sheep by the wool, at any place he
bred cows was recently acquired chief- can get hold of handiest, They do not
ly to raise purebred bulls, but the main
realize that the skin is very lightly
operations consist In grading up the attached to the flesh and that by holdnative stock by the use of superior ing the sheep In this careless manner,
sires and selling the product for beef. the skin is torn loose from the flesh
Officials of the ranch In charge of thus bruising the innocent sheep. It
breeding operations have reported their Is claimed by some authorities that It
experiences to the departments a con- takes the sheep two months to recovtribution to the "Iletter Sires Better er from the bruise thus incurred. The
Stock" movement. The quality of the proper way to catch a sheep is by the
calf crop this year Is reported as no- flank, and thus no injury is inflicted
ticeably better than for any year in on the sheep. Even a very large
the past.
strong sheep will soon give up and
stand still when caught In this way.
PICKLE CROP IS DECREASED
SUPERIOR CROPS FOR SWINE

Production of cucumbers for manufacture is estimated at 2,619,4S0 bushels by the United States Department
of Agriculture, a decrease of 42 per
cent from the crop of 1921 for the sam-- j
drought Is
purpose.
said to be the chief cause of the low
production. Average yield of cucumbers for manufacture Is placed at 50
bushels per acre compared with 71
Some of the Toflls a Farmer Needs bushels In 1921. Acreage declined
in His Repair Shop.
from 63,220 acres In 1921 to 52,831
acres in 1922.
press, the nnvll and the vise should
Michigan leads In production with
as
as
or
close
be
surround the forge
a crop of 1,002,000 bushels, or
possible to It.
crop of 1921 in
the
"The shop can be built with consid- this state.
Wisconsin had a crop of
of
erable economy. The cheapest kind
365,500 bushels this year; Indiana,
construction will suffice as long ns the 209,000 bushels; Colorado, 200,000
ruin and snow are kept out. A con- bushels; California, 185,000 bushels;
crete floor is desirable, but not neces- New York, 146,550 bushels.
sary. A few tools of standard make
will make a start to which additions
DISTRIBUTE 250 BEEF BULLS
may be made from time to time. The
unnecesof
Indiscriminate purchase
to
Majority of Purebred Animals Are
sary tools may result In direct loss."
Grade

Often
Milk and Butter Production
Made Unprofitable by Improper
Marketing Methods.

One of the handiest salt bores which
I have seen Is made on the order of
the one illustrated. Two or three advantages are at once noticed. This
box Is nailed or bolted to a post near
the barn entrance and provided with
a lid which projects over the front.
The front of the box is about three
Inches lower than the back. It doesn't
take the stock long to learn that It
Is but necessary to raise the Ud with

A Handy

d

CAUSE OF WINTER

LIVE

Owner
-

I

Harrison, Ark.

FLORIDA

Col-

lege Gives Useful Hints
About Its Construction.
MANY

GERMANS DEFY FRENCH

Issued by Kansas

IN

sales, comAs a result of
"better-sizsales" he
monly termed
cause of their nature and purpose, progressive live stock owners in Kentucky
distributed 250 purebred beef bulls till!
to
year. The majority of the bulls are
be used for improving grade herds. The
number of bulls disposed of In the sales
mentioned do not Include those distributed through private' sales which
breeders conducted themselves.
work
In connection with better-sire- s
In Kentucky extension workers In animal husbandry are conducting demonstration work In live stock feeding. In
field-dameetings
a number of counties
are held In feed lots. The meetings
assist materially, state college of agriculture believes, In showing and teachwith
ing better feeding practices along
the Importance of good breeding.
e

Alfalfa, Clover and Dwarf Essex Rape
Are Most Satisfactory Corn
Is Important.
Without doubt the most satisfactory
crops for pigs are alfalfa, clover and
Dwarf Essex rape. In many sections
It I unprofitable to attempt to establish alfalfa. Dwarf Essex rape, however, In combination with the clovers,
can be seeded successfully on almost
any type of soli and will yield an
abundance of green forage. Usually
on land that Is productive and well
drained, one can calculate on maintaining a ton of live weight In hogs
per acre. This means that 20 hogs
weighing 100 pounds each can forage
on an acre of feed of this character,
2
provided they ore fed as much as
pounds of corn per day for each 100
pounds of live weight.
WHEY VALUABLE FOR

SWINE

Is Good Protein Supplement In Ration
for., Fattening Pigs Too Valuable to Waste.
Whey, when properly combined with
corn and grain for pigs, Is a good proin the ration too
tein supplement
valuable to be wasted. It Is commonly rated that 1,000 pounds of ordinary
good whey Is worth 100 pounds of
corn meal as a pig fnttener. This
would make whey worth about one- half the value of skim milk In the
ration.

POINTS

FOR

STEER

FEEDERS

Feed Eaten Above That Necessary
for Maintenance Is What Puts
Flesh on Animal.

y

BUTTER

PRODUCED

IN

1921

IOK2 Per Cent Over
Also Shows
Consumption
High Figure.

Increase Noted of
1920

More than a billion and a hall
In the
pounds of butter was produced
United States during 1921, according
to the United States Department of
of
Agriculture. This Is an increase
10 per cent over the production In
Increased more
1920. Consumption

than production by 20,000,000 pounds,
the difference being taken care of by
Imports and butter withdrawn from
cold storage.

Keep steers full. The feed eaten
over and above maintenance Is what
puts on flesh. Nervousness, excitement, mud, discomfort and Injuries
from horns of other steers all Increase
maintenance requirements and reduce
gains.
Attacks of Stomach Worms.
On farms where sheep have been
raised for a number of years it Is not
unusual for the lambs to suffer considerably from attacks of the stomach

worm.
Destroy Lice on Cattle.
The best treatment for destroylnj
lice on cattle Is dipping In lime sulphur solution, one part to about seventy parts of water.
Garden Is Real Investment.
good

gardea is

a

real Investment

V
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The Lesson in the

Sand
By AUGUSTUS SHERWIN
A fair young girl was strolling
aloug the beach Just beyond the city
walls of Aylhl. The sun was hot, as
was It ever at this, the sultriest town
Mr.
and publishers in Europe.
Hughes' In the dominions of the ltajnh Afendl,
to
12,000 yet she had her sunshude closed.
collection umounted In all
volumes.
Ever and anon she would pause, venCity officials of Chicago were per- ture In chase of a receding wave, use
plexed when the valuable books began the end of the dainty purnsol as a
to arrive. There was not only no listylus, and then, tripping buck lightly,
brary but no legal authority to estab- would laugh nt tlie grim pursuing elelish and maintain one.
ment she had cheated.
Mayor Medill called a number of
A young man followed her at a
Thomas
prominent citizens, Including
and she all un
worshipful
M.
C.
Walker, aware of it.distance,
Lamed, J.
Hoyne, E.
He urged or retarded
and
D. L. Shorey, S. S. Hayes
Henry
progress according to the chances of
Booth, into conference. This commitAt last lie came to one
Tlie
Windy City
tee conceived the Idea of storing the discovery.
CHIdAOO.
other day the fiftieth an- books in a huge water tank saved of the spots where the girl had writIn the sand, and where the waves
niversary of Its public library. Its his- from the fire, which was on top of the ten
had not washed out the clearness of
tory is far out of the ordinary. It had hastily constructed city hall at
the letters.
its beginning during tlie great fire of
and Adams streets.
1871; today It is said to be the secIt wns the only fireproof thing In
That was the name of the graceful
ond largest library In the world, with the city,
standing sixty feet In diame
1,100,000 volumes. It has 30 branch ter and thirty feet high.
young lady Miss F.Iolse Wharton.
libraries and an annual home circulaThe committee secured. In 1872, the Ralph F.vans knew that, Yet he gazed
tion of 8,000,000.
enactment of a law by the general with fondness nnd Interest at the fadThomas Hughes, author of "Tom assembly, enabling municipalities to ing letters reminding him of her. He
Brown's School Days" and admirer of establish libraries and levy taxes. followed a dozen of these fanciful
Abraham Lincoln, wns a founder of Kleven days later the city council trncerles, some clear, others one-hal- f
the library Institution in Chicago. A passed an ordinance and the "tank' obliterated. Then' there was a final
one and two names this time. But
few years previous to the greut fire library was a reality.
The K was
When
Roofed over, a skylight, shelves, the Kloise was blurred.
Hughes had visited Chicago.
the author hbard of the greut disaster door and other furnishings put In, the missing, the I and S merged Into a
he thought frst of the loss of the l- tank became a library. Dr. William sort of a V, so that what remained
and added to It were
ibrary, not knowing that Chicago had Frederick Poole, wljo came from the read
never had one. Hughes at once Inter- Cincinnati public library, was the first the letters,
Was It fancy on her part that a
ested Queen Victoria, Glndstone, then librarian. He guided the Institution
premier, the Duke of Argyle, Disraeli, through its critical period of growth demure yet expressive Inclination of
Herbert Spencer and noted writers for the next fiftpen years.
the golden head of the beautiful girl
Indicated that she had espied him,
that In wayward mischief she had set
a lesson in the sand for him to con-

Odd History of

a

Big Public Library

Passing of the Famous Planters Hotel
CT.

LOUIS. Closing of the Hunters
hotel here marked the passing of a
hostelry replete with tradition. It will
be converted into an office building.
Typewriters will click in rooms
where Presidents slept, office boys will
hustle across floors once strode by
stately banqueters, nnd business men
will plan battles of dollars In rooms
In which political battles have been
won and lost.
The Planters was built by Kvarist
Maury In 1817. It was then a two-storfruine structure. The name was
changed to the Planters house in 1841,
structure was built
when a four-stor- y
This was acat a cost of $100,000.
claimed a "veritable palace." In 1804
the present structure was completed
at a cost of $1,800,000 under its original name, Planters hotel.
In the '40s nnd '50s the hostelry whs
the center of the social life of this
section.
Planters of the north and
south brought their families here for
the winter months to taste the Joys
of the hotel's hospitality. The women
with their hoop skirts, gathered in circles In the parlors to quilt and

Mrs. Ralston Hates

to Leave Chickens
After Governor Itulston retired from
a country home
near Indianapolis, where the mistress
proceeded to establish a kind of Intel
lectual centre along with a flock of
blooded chickens and a mighty fine
garden. She entertained the Women'
Press club and the Dairy Fanners with
equal facility. During the war her
time was given to work for the sol
diers and other patriotic efforts.
In debating the reasons for the re
cent landslide, Hooslers do not ellin
nate Mrs. Italston. Indiana likes Mrs.
Itulston. She represents that type of
wife and mother of whom the mid
west is proud--th- e
strong, efficient,
cultured and Intellectual mother, able
and willing to take her full responsibility In promoting the Interests of her
city and state, but accomplishing her
part toward progress without sucritic
lug any whit of her home Interests or
the companionship of her children.
Mrs. Italston will not go in for social
honors.
She Is expected to take her
place in the quieter group of WashingShe will entertai- nton's women.
probably a great deal but in a homey
is
way. save when ceremony
office they purchased

INDIANAPOLIS.

Mrs.

Samuel

M.

of the new United
States senator from Indiana has u
country Jhume at Lebanon, on the
Michigan road near tills city. She says
she "hutes to go away to Washington
and leave the chickens."- The little town of Lebanon, peacefully lying In the most beautiful of the
Hoosier valleys, Is known throughout
the state as a place of good cooking.
Mrs. Samuel Italston is one of the
reasons. They have had for many
years a remarkable domestic science
club In Lebanon; its fame has gone
abroad. Besides being a prize cook,
Mrs. Ralston has considerable literary
talent, and her especial Joy is to write
stories for children and young people.

Has Charley Ross Been Found at Last?
X7I0H1TA, KAN. Has Charley
Itoss been found tlie Charley
Ross whose kidnaping as a child, half
a century ago, baffled all attempts to
find the boy, and has remained as one
of the most famous unsolved mysteries In the criminal ense history of this
country?
until
In Mack Pointer, fifty-threrecently an employee of a local print-ery- ,
the original Charley Ross, stolen
from his Philadelphia home in 1874,
Is believed to exist.
Pointer gives his age as fifty-threThe Ross boy was born in 1870, kidnaped In July, 1874, and, If alive toyears old.
day, would be fifty-tw- o
Mack Pointer says he wag three years
old when taken from home and Charley ltoss four.
How Pointer for years as a child
was brought up as a girl and knew no
better until he was thirteen years old,
Is detailed in his story. He was not

little education, and was married.
Pointer and his wife moved to San
Francisco, where their home was destroyed by the earthquake and fire.
"Six years ago' says Pointer, "I
received a letter from my 'mother'
asking me to come home, as she wanted very much to tell me something
Important. I knew my father had died
and thought there might be some property. But when I arrived there my
mother told me that as I was not their
permitted an education, and was for- child and could not share In the estate.
"She told me my name was Charley
bidden to mingle with other children.
The Pointer family wandered for Ross and that I had been kidnaped
when a child."
years, finally settling in Calnsville,
The name meant nothing to Pointer,
Mo. The boy ran away, put on boy's
clothing and. worked In many places, he said, until he ran across a newsWhen he became of age ha returned paper recounting the story of the Ross
'
to oil Calnsville home, picked up a kidnaping.

French Hospital Ship Burns; Yankee Crew to Rescue

storm
That night the
over the devoted town of
The native outbreak was on.
A horde of sanguinary natives over
ran the place. Their leaders rushed
from house to house. Where a cer
tain challenge was responded to with
the correct password, a mark was
chalked on the door. Where not, the
place was given over to the pillage of
the general horde.
Ralph Instantly thought of Miss
Wharton In the midst of thrs wild
riot. He rushed Into the little shop
not two minutes ahead of the crowd
He saw the trader thrown amid the
surging rioters who poured Into the
place to loot It. Dashing reslstlessly
through a doorway, in a secluded side
room he found Ethel.
"We must fly instantly," he told the
astonished girl, after he had rapidly
depicted their peril.
"Yes, yes," she replied tumultously. "The bird I imist save that."
She Belzed a covered cage. By devious ways they reached the yards
of various houses, finally seeking ref-
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Remarkable and exclusive photograph of the burning French hospital ship,
on the sea of Marmora near Constantinople. Twenty passengers
were lost by the disaster and 400 were rescued by the small American destroyer, Balnbrldge. The vcsbcI took Are opposite San Stefaoo while enroute
from Blzert to Constantinople. The blaze was discovered In the magazine. Several explosions followed. The ship had become a roaring furnace when Lieut.
Commander W. A. Edwards of the Balnbrldge brought the destroyer alongside.
The heat had driven many to Jump overboard. These were rescued by the
United Stntcs submarine chaser 90. The Illustration shows the
afire
after all passengers had been rescued. One of the stacks Is crumpling and
about to fall overboard. The ship was a total loss. At the right Is Commander
Edwards.
Vlnh-Lon-

Vlnh-Lon-

one.

They Don't Go Down South for Their Swimming

Then at Its front came a great uproar. The hoarse challenge of the native leader sounded the challenge as
he beat upon the locked door
"Ghenjl Mutnt?"
To the startled wonder of the 'refu
from
where they
gees
directly
crouched In the darkness there rang
out shrilly the response:
"EJah tohic!"
They could hear the native leader
mark upon the door, the mob pass on.
"A parrot!" exclaimed Ralph, glanstrue?
cing at the covered cage.
He hoped It and the sentiment fed
"Yes," responded Elolse. "I bought
his longing heart, lie quickened his It from a native woman. That must
step. The girl had entered a street have been the password
It had
learned somewhere."
Two hours Inter, at the head of a
large party Harold Wharton and his
friends reached Aylhl. He had gone
away for that purpose.
And within the scope of those two
I

'l'

hours Kloise and Ralph, comrades In
peril, knew that they loved one another, and, with peace restored, there
wiis a happy wedding.
(Copyright.)

j
After slipper the tables were cleared,
the carpets folded, the gas jets In their
huge glass chandelier lighted and the
grace and beauty of Missouri, Kentucky. Tennessee find Alabama assembled for the minuet and the Virginia reel. There were northerners,
too, hut not In proportion to the number of southern guests.
Here Frank P. Blair and Nathaniel
Lyon conferred preceding the capture
of Camp Jackson, May 10, 1801. The
Planters became a political battle
ground with tlie reconstruction days,
and the hostelry has had a generous
share In every political campaign
since 1870.

compromise that security by

being seen here."
Ralph only partly surmised the situation, but he believed that Harold
Wharton had intrusted his sister to
safe hands. Why, however, had he
left her in this hotbed of sedition and
His interest was heightened
peril?
In the fair girl he scarcely knew. He
might have put her entirely from his
mind but for the memory of that
name written In the sand.
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THE MATTRESS

Bishop Had Forgotten
Important Part of the
Wardrobe of a Gentleman.

plenty of photographs showing bathing beauties on southern beaches
members of tlie Ambassudor Swimming club skylarking on the
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Young Men Form Huge Rail Combine

No one, not even a bishop, can afford
as Bishop
be so absent-mindeC
was on the winter Saturday that
he arrived at a little town In his diocese where he was to hold confirmation services the next day.
Mr. Grey, the resident minister, met
him at the railway station nnd took
him to Ills house for the night. The
next morning nt breakfast the bishop
A maidservant whom
did not appear.
Mr. Grey sent to summon him returned
"If I Could Speak to Her."
and said: "Mr. Bishop says will Mr.
of shops. Then proceeding less than Grey please come upstairs?"
Mr. Grey found the Bishop all
half a hundred yards, she disappeared
within the broad open doorway of a dressed except his trousers; although
the door had been locked, they had
curio shop.
Kvans came to a halt, disappeared In the night. Further
Young
The question
scanned the place so lie would re- search availed nothing.
member It nnd reflected. His environ- was what should he do? The bishop
ment was a peculiar one. He had was a large man ; the rector was very
been sent to the province as a silk small. It was Sunday; business houses
were closed. And the town was lookbuyer for a Boslou house. There were
In ing forward to hearing tlie bishop.
a few English-sneakinpeople
Mr. Grey went to tlie house of a
Aylhl. He had met most of these a
few evenings since at n social func- merchant, nnd together they went to
store.
A short time later Mr.
tion, Miss Wharton and her brother, the
with a garment that
Harold, among them. Once having Grey returned
met Kloise, he could never forget lier. would enable his guest to breakfast
She had told hlin that Mlie and her and to attend church.
On Monday morning, when the
brother planned to leave for Bengay
bishop left the town, the mystery still
and then the country at once.
But ns the train was
The consolidation of five large railroads into one of the largest rail
There wns a warning token of dis wns unsolved.
out, the bishop catching sight
quiet in the air the days following. pulling
systems east of the Mississippi river has again brought into public light the
seat.
from
his
of
tlie
conductor,
sprang
Ralph wns a comparative stranger in "You are to blame for all this!" he ex- two brothers who are at the head of the combine Otis P. Van Sweringen (left)
and Mantis J. Van Sweringen, of Cleveland, Ohio. They obtained their comAylhl and did not entirely undermon school education In Geneva, Ohio, where they luter were newsboys.
stand whnt It all meant, lie noticed, claimed.
"All what?" the conductor asked Going to Cleveland twenty years ago, they entered the real estate business
however,
very few English-speakinwith a mystified air.
on a small scale, and It wns not until they interested capitalists In the purpeople on the 'Streets and had been
"Why, my trousers I I .told you Sat- chase of n large tract of land near Cleveland that they began to attract
told that most of them had gone to
He inferred that rumors of urday I had been so hurried I had attention. Today their interests operate and control the New York, Chicago
Bengfiy.
an uprising of natives in the near not had time to have them pressed, and St. Louis ; the Toledo, St. Louis and Western ; the Lake Frie and Western ;
and you told me how to press them the Fort Wayne, Cincinnati and Louisville, and tlie Chicago and State Line
neighborhood was the cause of this
that's where railroads, all of which have now been consolidated Into one system.
but this was a permaneut cause of un- under the mattress-Min- d
rest in the ((immunity, nnd ho did not they are now !" Youth's Companion.
attach any unusual Importance to the
Rest Between Times.
rumor.
If yon would carry through successNow he had seen Miss Wharton,
a long or arduous piece of work,
whom he supposed had left Aylhl fully
advises that you don't
an
dnys previous. To his further won- waitauthority
until the work is done to rest.
derment she had disappeared in a nato snatch at least five
tive shop. She did not come out for When tired try
to lie down and relax.
You
an hour or two. Ralph marveled and minutes
He entered will thus accomplish more work and
he
to

winter time. Here are
sands of Atlantic City.

GUFFEY IS INDICTED

il

till?

I

Joseph F. Guffey, former oil magnate, Pennsylvania political leader
and Democratic national committeeman, to whose picturesque career another startling chapter has been added. A federal grand Jury has returned
an indictment charging him with having embezzled large sums from the
United States government while acting
as a
man as director of
sales.
"dollar-a-year-

"

YEAR'S FIRST ALIEN

Rescuing Orphans From the Turk

then

became anxious.

avoid overfatigue.
Short ond frequent rests have been
Parsee trader sat on his cushions
found to be far more effective In
behind the counter conversing with a
efficiency than a long
vizier, some close friend. maintaining
dignified
of rest taken at one time.
Both regarded Ralph keenly, but not period
Scientists have proved by most
with animosity.
thorough practical tests that the great
"A friend, a lady, entered your es
est possible amount of work in a day
tablishment two hours ago," began can be accomplished whtn the worker
Ralph.
rests 15 minutes in every hour, work"It is true," bowed the trader.
ing diligently the remainder of the
"If I could speak with her"
time.
"It Is not allowed," spoke the trader
pravely. "See," and he showed across
Pig Brings In the Cattle.
a doorway the rlbhon of safety used
A correspondent of an Ohio paper
by the natives to Indicate a sanctuary. states that his neighbor, a farmer, has
you are her
My friend, because
pig that brings the cattle In from
friend and of her blood go."
the watering place. The watering
"You mean "
place Is a pond about a half mile from
"To Bengay. The sword Is dangling the barn. After the cattle have had
from a mere thread. It may fall at their drink the farmer sends the pig,
any moment. You are In peril. The which never fails to bring them home
lady has been placed under my strict and fights to a finish If the; tarn on
charge. She it safe, she Is bidden. him.

the
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Here are some of the 15,000 boy and girl orphans that the Near Kast
uuifurm suit
Relief has been shipping out of Turkey. Each is provided with
jul a bagful of personal belongings.

Leading the rush of 1,800 Immigrants, Mrs. Kata zyna Rymljnn was
the first to enter the United States In
1923. She Is pictured here at E1IU
tslnmt lust offer ihe had landoil

THE RESERVE

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

AGGIE IS ONLY EIGHT,

STALLIONS FIGHT

BUT HOLY SMOKE!

DUEL TO DEATH

Slaps Girls, but
! ri a tit, tun awn w i iii. ii i tiii
Mfgr. and repairing. All order promptly
Is Prisoner on
attended to. Ent 187. J6th AChRmpa.
Dad's Ship.
CI.FANFIIS AND DYKIIS.

Bullies

H Colorado
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Men on

Steamship

Look On

as

Big Black Animal Kills His
New

Bay Rival.
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LASTS HOURS
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KVEN sovereign states of the Union
Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada,
have
New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming
met In the historic Palace of the Governors In Simla Fe, have come to nn
conclusion
mlcnlfle
regarding the
much-vexe- d
question of the control, disposition and use of the wnteis of the
Colorado river and have aliened a com
4
pact which Is subject to ratification by
the leRlftnture of each of the seven signatory atntcs
In so doing these seven states
mid by ccngress.
of the Colorado River basin have
Settled by treaty Instead of by resort to the
V'nlted Slates Supreme conn fundamental and

'

vitally Important Interstate rights;
Settled at small expense within 11 months after
the appointment of the commission a multitude of
disputes that threatened years of litigation blocking tlie development of the Colorado basin;
Set a precedent In American history;
Taken the first step toward the creation of an
empire within an empire, the development of w hich
taxes the Imagination and will affect Individual
living from coast to coast.
The headwaters of the Colorado river, as the
map shows, nre in Wyoming Just south of Yellow-monNational park, and In northwestern Colorado.
Water flowing from Milner pass In the Kocky
Mountain National park falls 10.7"9 feet on its
course to the sea. The Green and the Grand come
together In I'tah to form the Colorado. The Colorado In Arizona flows through Grand Canyon National pBrk. It empties Into the Gulf of California
In Mexico. It Is nearly 2,000 miles In length and
more than a score of rivers contribute their waters. It Irrigates and annually menaces with floods
the Imperial and Palo Verde valleys In California
and the Yuma valley In Arizona. Its basin totals
242.M0 square miles of American territory.
It Is no exaggeration to say that the original
contentions of the seven states were so far apart
that an agreement seemed hopeless. Hut Herbert
Hoover,
secretary of commerce, appointed by
President Harding as the representative of the
t'nlted Stntes, was there ns chairman of the commission.
Enough said; The compact has been
signed by the representatives of the seven warring
Herbert
"Approved.
fifes and bears this:
Hoover."
Following Is the official test of the compact,
with the omission of certnln technical details not
necessary to n comprehensive understanding of the
whole:
"The States of Arizona. California, Colorado,
New Mexico, I'tah and Wyoming having
to enter Into a compact under the act of
the congress of tho United States of America approved August 10. 19J1 (42 Stat. L.. p. 171), and the
act of the I stature of the said states, have
throngh their governors, appointed as their commissioners W. PL Norvlel, for the State of Arizona;
v. F. .McClure, tnr the State of California ; Deph
K. Carpenter, for th State of Colorado; J. 0.
Pcrugham. for tlie State of Nevada ; Stephen D.
Jr., for the State of New Mexico; R. K. Caldwell, for tlie Stats of Utah ; Frank C. Emerson, for
the Slate of Wyoming, who after negotiations participated In by Herbert Hoover, appointed by the
President r.a the representative of the United
(States of America, have agreed upon the following
Nevada.
resolved

.I

Pv!,

articles
"Article

The major purpose of this compact
sire to provide for equitable division and apportionment of the use of the waters of the Colorado
river system, to establish the relative Importance
of different beneficial uses of water, to promote
Interstate comity, to remove cause of present and
future controversies, and to secure the expeditious
agricultural and Industrial development of the Colorado Itiver liastn, the storage of Its waters, and
the protection of life and property from floods.
To thre ends the Colorado River basin Is divided
Into two basins. Hod an apportionment of the use
of part of the water of the Colorado river system
Is mode to each of them with the provision that
further equitable apportionment may be made.
"Art. II. As used In this compact: (A) The term
Volorada Itiver ystem means that portion of the
Colorado river and Its tributaries within tlie United
States of America. (B) The terra 'Colorado River
basin' means all of the drainage area of the Colorado Hlver system and all other territory within
tlie Culled States of America to which the waters
of the Colorado River system shall be beneficially
applied. (C) The term 'States of the upper division' means the Stales of Colorado, New Mexico,
Utah and Wyoming.
(D) The term 'State of the
lower division' means the Hut of Arizona, CaliTwit
fornia fA Nevada, (& Tbe term
I.
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means a point In the main stream of the Colorado
river one mile below the mouth of the Paris river
(extreme southeast corner of Utah). (F) The term
'upper basin' means those parts of the States of
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming within and from which waters naturally
drain Into the Colorado Itiver system above Lee
Ferry and also all parts of said states located withr
out the drainage area of the Colorado River
which are now or shull hereafter be beneficially
served by waters diverted from the system above
Lee Ferry. (0) The term Mower basin' means
those parts of the States of Arizona, California,
Nevada, New Mexico and Utah within and from
which waters naturally druln Into the Colorado
River system below Lee Ferry, and also all parts
of said states located without the drainage area of
the Colorado Itiver system, which are now or shall
hereafter be beneficially served by waters diverted
from the system below Lee Ferry. (II) The term
'domestic use' shull Include the use of water for
household, stock, municipal, mining, milling, Industrial, and other like purposes but shull exclude the
generation of electrical power.
"Art. III. (A) There Is hereby apportioned from
the Colorado Itiver system In perpetuity to the
upper basin and to the lower basin, respectively,
to exclusive beneficial consumptive use of 7,700,-00t
of wuter per annum, which shall Include all water necessary for the supply of any
rights which may now exist. (B) In addition to
the apportionment In paragraph (A) the lower
busln is hereby given the right to Increase Its beneficial consumptive use of such waters by 1,000,000
t
per annum. (C) If, as a matter of International comity, the United Stntes of America shall
hereafter recognize In the United Stntes r Mexico
any right to use of any waters of the Colorado
River system, such waters shall be supplied first
from the waters which are surplus over and above
the aggregate of the quantities specified In paragraphs (A) and (B), and If such surplus shall
prove Insufficient for this purpose, then the burden
of such deficiency shall be equally borne by the
upper basin and the lower basin, and whenever
necessary the states of the upper division shall
f
of
deliver at Lee Ferry water to supply
the deficiency so recognized In addition to that
provided In paragraph (D). (D) The states of
the upper division will not cause the flow of the
river at Lee Ferry to be depleted below an aggret
for any period of 10
gate of 78,000,000
consecutive years reckoned In continuing progressive series beginning with the first day of October next succeeding the ratification of this compact (R) The states of the upper division shall
not withhold water, and the states of the lower
division shall uot require the delivery of water
which cannot reasonably be applied to domestic
and agricultural uses, (F) Further equitable apportionment of the beneficial uses of the waters
of the Colorado Hlver system unapportloned by
made In
paragraphs (A), (B), and (C) may be
the manner provided In paragraph (G) at any
time after October 1, 1903, If and when either
basin shall have reached Its total beneficial conand
sumptive use a set out In paragraphs (A)
omitted).
(B). (Q
"Art. IV. (A) Inasmuch as the Colorado river
ha ceased to be navigable for commerce and reservation of it water for navigation would
limit the development of Its basin, the use
sys-te-

0
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acre-fee-
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of Its waters for purposes of navigation shall b(
subservient to the uses of such waters for dome
tic, agricultural and power purposes. If the con
gress shall not consent to this paragraph, the other
provisions of this compact shall nevertheless remain binding. (B) Subject to the provisions of
this compact, water of the Colorado River system
may be Impounded and used for the generation of
electrical power, but such Impounding and use
shall be subservient to the use and consumption
of such water for agricultural and domestic purposes and shall not Interfere with or prevent use
for such dominant purposes. (C) The provisions
of this article shall not apply to or Interefere with
the regulation and control by any state within Its
bounduries of the appropriation, use, and distribution of water.

New York. Officers and men of the
which
reached
steamship Margold,
Newark recently from Buenos Aires
with Its decks crowded with horses,
were still talking of a battle fought
at sea when two days out, between
two huge stallions and which ended
In the death of one worth several
thousand dollars.
Through some carelessness In stowing the live cargo the two foes, a black
and a bay, were placed In adjoining
Inclosures.
Their natural wlldness through
life on the broad pampas of Argentina was increased by the excitement
of strange surroundings and throughout the first day of their incarceration
in the dark hold of the ship shrill
neiuhlng followed by the drumming
of hoofs on the stanchions and bulkheads sounded continuously.
Equine Rivals Meet.
At last, driven to a frenzy by the
rolling of the ship, the black snapped
the head chain, and plunging backward, crashed through the wooden bar
behind him. His first act on gaining
bis freedom was to sink his teeth Into
the flesh of the bay In the next stall,
and maddened by pain the latter also
broke loose.
Then a battle between the two commenced, which lasted for hours and
threatened the lives of the other
horses as the two plunged, now and
then rearing to strike out with thelt
front hoofs and again wheeling to lash
out with their heels. At length they
reached a clear space underneath an

"Art. VI. Should any claim or controversy arise
between any two or more of the signatory states :
(A) with respect to the waters of the Colorado
River system not covered by the terms of this compact. (H) Over the meaning 'or performance of
(C) As to the
any of the terms of this compact.
allocation of the burdens Incident to the performance of any article of this compact or delivery of
(D) As to the
waters us herein provided.
or operation of works within the Colorado River basin to be situated in two or uiore
states or to be constructed In one state for the
benefit of another state; or (K) as to the dlveiulon
of water In one state for the benefit of another
state. The governors of tlie states affected, opon
the request of one of them, shall forthwith apto consider and
point commissioners with power
to ratiadjust such claim or controversy, subject
fication by the legislatures of the states so affected.
ad"Nothing herein contained shall prevent fh
or controversy by any
claim
such
of
any
justment
present method or direct future legislative action
of the Interested states.
"Art. VII. Nothing In this compact shall b
construed as affecting the obligations of the Unltei
States of America to Indian tribes.

"Art. VIII. Present perfected rights to the
beneficial use of waters of the Colorado Itiver
Whensystem ore unimpaired by till compact.
shall
ever storage capnclty of r.000,000 acre-fehave been provided on the main Colorado river
within or for the benefit of the lower basin then
claims of such rights, if any, by appropriators or
users of water In the lower basin against
of users of water In the upper basin
shall attach to and be satisfied from voter that
Article III. All
may be stored not in conflict with
Colother rights to beneficial use of waters of the
orado itiver system shall be satisfied solely frow
the water apportioned to that basin In which they
are situated,
"Art. IX. Nothing In this compact shall be construed to limit or prevent any state from Instior proceeding, legal
tuting or maintaining any action
or equitable, for the protection of any right under this compact or the enforcement of any of it
provisions.
"Art. X. This compact may be terminated at
of the signaany time by the unanimous agreement
of such termination all
tory stutes. In the event
established under it shall continue unim-

rights
paired.
"Art. XI. The compact shall become binding
and obligatory when It shall have been approved
of each of the signatory states
by the legislature
and by the congress of the United States."
"The big thing about the Colorado river compact"
"Is that It breaks th
says Secretary Hoover,
blockade on development of the whole river. It
allow us all to go ahead with river development
and with flood protection to the Imperial and
Yuma valleys.
"The first step is to settle the controversy between the upper and lower districts of the Colorado basin. There can be no development until
that 1 settled. Ratification by the state of th
pact agreed upon by the Colorado River commission will speedily accomplish this. If the matter
Is forced Into the Supreme court It may requlr

years.
"Yet, behind all the precise and commonplace
language of this compact lies the greatness and
romance of the West, the building of a million
more homes out under the blue sky In security and
good will."

While the commission made no recommendation
concerning the site of the dam. Mr. Hoover said
he favored Its construction at or near Boulder
canyon. This Is below the Grand canyon and
close to the line between Arizona and. Nevada.
The annual flow of the Colorado Is about
of tills I new used.
acre-fee-
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Aggie

York.-LI- ttle

thi

Kelly,

has
been keeping the New Jersey police
busy for several months, on Saturday
was virtually In the "brig" of her ra
MACHINERY,
PIPE, RAILS KM SUPPLIES
titer's coal barge.
buy and sell. Send us your Inquiries.
Aggie Is the youngster who was We
The
Denver
Metal A Machinery Co.
picked up In Bayonne, N. J., a few Offices 13th A Larimer Bts. Warehoua
3d nn Larimer. Penver,
ind
1st
of
the
won
hearts
to
and
the
weeks ago,
yards
policemen there because she seemed
so "sweet and demure," but when she
took out a cigarette, lighted It and
blew the smoke In a policeman's face
You
they changed their opinions.
In
New
heard
from
next
was
Aggie
Durham N. .T.. where two boys com
plained that a girl had beaten them,
Perhaps like many conservative business men,
tempestuous

Lives of Other Horses Threatened ai
Well as Lives of Members of Crew
Who- Attempted to Separate
Mad Animals.

(

Boys,
Now She

who

eight-year-o-

Gamble

m

during the "boom" you
took a flyer. You have
the certificate now and
really do not care to have

it mentioned it Is
MONEY LOST.
Your better judgment told
you to buy only high
grade Municipal Bonds
for permanent income.

m

Guard against this in the
future by using the Newton Plan of
it provides for the
safety of your funds with
steady yield of interest.

M
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Investing-By-Ma-

Write Dept. G-- for
guide to safe investments

1

a

9

I

Investment Bankers
Face.
First National Bank
It
found
The police Investigated and
Building, Denver
She appeared at
was Aggie again.
Pope Block, Pueblo
vlcln-ItHomestead, and the girls In that
"Nuton Enterpritu utMhhti in
GW Sinn IW ,
Immediately beean to complain that
a young miss slapped the face of any
one she did not happen to like. Jim
Kelly Is Aggie's father.
On Rntnrdav. when she wandered off
the coal barge, she was met by a gang
which carried a rope. Members of the
Hi lath St, Denver
gang seized Aggie and led her off, with
I'liirtjr-rlv- e
Yean 01(1. Cone to Dethe expressed Intention of hanging her afer
fur budlneaa training1. Poaltlona
the neck from the first tree they tccured Hurn part of expense. Writ
for free minion.
saw.
They picked the spot and fixed the
HOTEL METROPOLE
rope around Aggie's neck. The Joke

Blew Smoke in a Policeman's

v

had

just

about

reacted the

stage where

they had to do a little explaining
hen they heard firm footsteps and
Im Kelly hove Into sight.
ThA "lvnrhers" took one look at Jim,
dropped the rope, abandoned Aggie and
made a dash for safety.
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JILTED BRIDE MARRIES GUEST
Bridegroom Falls to Appear at Ap.
pointed Time and Another Young
Man Takes His Place.
Lodz. Poland.
In a

Fastened His Teeth In the Back of tin
Bay's Neck.
hntoh nronnd the edae of which
the crew clustered to watch the final
round.
Black Lands Knockout
After circling cautiously about each
niiiii- - for a time, warllv watching for
an opening like two boxers, the black
suddenly reared ana crasnen oown
with both hoofs on the head of his
The other stood dazed
adversary.
nn Instant by tlie Inroacr, and In
that moment the black seized his ad
vantage and fastened his teeth In the
haMr nf ihn hnv's neck, the death erln
sought by wild horses as Instinctively
as the bulldog goes for the throat or
bis rival.
Doanlte the frantic efforts of the
row to senarate the Dalr the black
bore steadily down until the bay's
head was pressed against tne dees.
Than en me a sudden twist of the
black's head, a sharp crack was heard,
necK.
and the bay lay witn a Droh-eMia hlnod Inst satisfied, the black was
contented and was led quietly hack t
bis stall.

fr

WILL SUE "PRAYER

FIANCEE"

Pastor Seeks to Recover Rent Paid foi
Who
House for Girl
Quit Him.
Orange, N. J. Because his "prayet
fiancee" broke their engagement two
days before the day Bet for their wedding, Rev. George H. Lawson, will sue
the woman for breach of promise.
Lawson prayed for a wife and as a
result, he said, became engaged to mar
ry Mrs. Mary Mason, with an Income
of $1,200 a mouth. Mrs. Mason broke
the engagement and now Lawson seeks
to recover rent he paid In advance for
a home for his bride.

Bidding for a bride
at the
according

recent wedding

bor-

figured
to
der town of Bialystock,
news brought here by guests returning
om the nuptials.
At the hour fixed for the ceremony,
the bridegroom failed to put In an appearance. The young bride, her attendants and the guests whiled away
a long period of waiting with dances
and conversation. Finally a message
arrived from the missing principal,
saying he would conclude the marriage only on condition that the dow:
ry was Increased 50 per cent.
For a time It looked as If there
would be no wedding, and the guests
prepared to depart. But the day was
saved when one of the young men
present rose to the occasion by announcing he would marry the young
lady without the "bonus" demanded.
His offer was accepted and tho wedding took place.

y$;

WANTED The largest buyers
"
UII CUI 1IUIII lUllil w
Ul
J
the Rocky Mountain reKlon. Write us
ror cans ana prices, run
n
rilEAUEKY CO., Denver, Colo,
this paper when writing.)

l UK AM

in"-"-

innui
(Men-tlo-

BIANONDS
JOS. I. 8CII WAHTZ, Jewelry, Diamonds,
watch repairing. 1000 Sixteenth Street.

Commercial inquiries answered and
Information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any inn above.
172

Indians Sentenced to Death.

London.

Advices

from

Lucknow

stated that the deuth sentence has
been Imposed on 172 Indians accused
of murder and arson as a result of the
rioting at
lust February. Seven of the
GHOULS ROB VIENNA GRAVES 228 persons who were orlKinully held
on the charges died while awaiting
Take Clothing, Trinkets and Even trial. Two other received
were
Tresses of Women Burled In th
prison terms,
Great Cemeteries.
Ciiaurl-Uhaur-

u

two-ye-

forty-seve-

Vienna. Ghouls
active In the great
na, according to
guards now patrol
of the dead every

have become so
cemeteries of Vienthe press, police
these resting places
night, accompanied

by dogs.

The grave robbers are disinterring
newly buried bodies and robbing them
of clothing, the little Jewelry souvenir
that loving families have sent with
dear ones to the grave, of
teeth, and even shearing the tresses of
gold-fille-

women.

'
Train Victim Carries
His Severed Leg Home

t

o

I'hysiclans at Speers
at
pital, Dayton, Ky., marveled
the fortitude which James Carroll, thirteen years old, of Newrilcnlnverl -nffer he- .
rr
poll, ivj.,
was run down by, a freight train ,
hos-

iv.
,,'

rWrnU'd left
near u
leg was severed Just above the
knee. He picked up his seered
leg and carried It as he hopped
He died at
toward his home.
the hospital several hours later,
after suffering Intensely.

Murphy Ordered to Prison.
Chicago. Big Tim Murphy, picturesque labor leader, one time state
and formerly private secretary
:0 Congressman
McDermott, Is In the
shadow of Leavenworth penitentiary
ivllh his years of immunity from Imprisonment apparently at an end. The
Circuit Court of Appeals lias Issued
commitment pupers for Murphy, who
Is under sentence of four years and a
(20,000 fine for Ills part In the ,$H80,-00- 0
Dearborn station mail robbery.
The United Slates marshal' office
Murphy's attorney to tell him
Big Tim

t

surrender.

Washing! on American soldiers who
have married flermun girls and who
have been ordered to return home
from the Khineland will be able to
bring their wives with them, although
are not, under the new
the women
law, citizens of the United States until they have taken out naturalization
papers. Tlie more or less secret marriages to German girls of about 200
American soldiers of the 1,080 remaining there are giving the army authorities concern In connection with the or-flfor the troo. s to return home.

THE RESERVE

Find Defects in
Most Children
University of Iowa Physicians
Give Results of Free Clinical
Examinations.
SEEK TO HELP THE SUBNORMA

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

HER LOVE ALIENATED?

IMPROVED
ROADS

ures.

Results have Indicated that the
money, time and effort have been well
expended, report division ofliciuls.
"The success of this great work,"
said Doctor Prentice, "has been made
possible by the splendid
of the doctors and county and school
nurses In the various communities
where clinics have been held.

ADVOCATE,

Gives Charming New Shade to 0?d Lingerie
PUTNAM FADELESS

j

i'iivt in

or tints as you wish

men's lips profanity
simply ripples; from others it simply
some

ENGINEER IS SEEDED SORELY

Hps.

Better Highways to Relieve Conges

Important to

tion of Cities Will Open Door
to Farm Life.

I"'

From

DYES-d- yes

AH

Women

Readers of This Paper

United States Department
(Prepared by ths
Thousands upon thousands of women
or Agriculture.)
"The highway engineer Is needed have kidney or Madder trouble and never
it.
orcly at this moment, the engineer suspect
Women's complaints often prove to be
with daring Imagination, to help scatnothing else but kidney trouble, or the
ter the dwelling houses and residence result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy conmore
facilities of cities of
than 25,000
dition, they may cause the other organs
population far and wlile Into the outto become diseased.
lying open country, and thus in some
You may suffer pain in the back, head
appreciable way to relieve congestion ache and loss of ambition.
In American cities," declared Dr. C. 3.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and maybe despondent; it makes
any one so.
dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
Take a. good
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
T
1
i .
I a e
men alane i,A or oo ior
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
iew nignra arcer.
by restoring health
You will relish your meals without fear of trouble to
to the kidneys, proved to be just the
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
remedy needed to overcome such condiDizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
tions.
&
samnle bottle to tee
Many (end for
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They md the mlury of Constipation.
what Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver
iH
Pifli Saull Dose; Small Price
tnd bladder medicine, will do for them. By
enclosing ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
.
cingnamton,
i ,, you may receive samEinstein.
ple size bottle by parcel post. You can
Einstein's brain gets into deeper wapurchase medium and large size bottles at
ter. He turns from his relativity
an arug storea. Advertisement.
theory nnd legins studying electrons
Feminine Intuition Is the mother of and the quanta theory. This theory
Is that radiations such as light are
streams of flying particles of matter
A rousing time Is apt to occur Just Instead of waves or vibrations In the
eyes, a clear skin and a

"During recent yenrs the general
Over 90 Par Cent of Defects Found health' and physleul condition of our
Declared to Be Totally or Partial'
city children have been greatly Imly Correctable Malnutriproved by the work of Infant welfare
tion li Common.
stations, children's clinics, school clinics and many other such organizations.
Likewise the maternity clinics have
done much for mother and babe. And
Don't you think the kiddies
now we have the same opportunities
ICARTERS
ought to be given every chance
brought to our rural communities
to develop Into
eitl.
work
the
division
of
the
of
through
zemT
What do you think of
maternity and Infant hygiene of the
this campaign?
University of Iowa which is carrying
out the provisions of the Sheppard-Towne- r
law In Iowa. We need only to
Piling suit against Benjamin Hap- Iowa City, la. An average of one
bear In mind the high percentage ol pnport, wealthy New York clonk man
Iowa
defect
of
956
for
each
physical
children examined since September physical unfitness among our rural ufacturer, and Mrs. Itnppaport, James
M. Graf, broker, alleges alienation of
25 has been found by Dr. John W, boys ns found by the army examinaPrentice and Dr. Florence W. Johns tions in the recent war to realize the the affections of his wife Florence
(above with baby) by her parents.
ton, University of Iowa physicians In Importance of tills work."
the division of maternity und Infam.
hygiene, who have been conducting
Bright
free, clinical examinations In various
ether.
before brenkfnst.
body full of youth and health may
parts of the state. Their work, how
Is
Such
case
the
with
probably
be yours if you will keep your
ever, has been nlmed at the observn
tlon and suggested treatment of tti
,
in order by taking
;
y
FREEDOM FROM
'i:.
jV::
Is
the system
At the far end of the road
physically subnormal rather than the
normal child.
LATHROP'S
LAXATIVES theory that force Is a form of matter.
Over 90 per cent of the defects
It
Depends.
found were declared to be totally or
Improved Roads Will Help Scatter
Doctor CopclniMl says that people
Scientists Hat Replaced
Dwelling Houses and Residence Fa Discovery by
partially correctable. The percentage
are In better houltli when they are
Them.
Cities.
cilities
of
or possible corrections decreases with
In
to
cut
Into
rest
the
sepulchers
Unearthing of Royal Tomb Great
well dressed, because fhey hold their
the Increasing age of the child.
sides of the hills, the burial chambers
Pills and salts give temporary re heads high nnd Inhale more freely.
Galpin, United States Department of
est Archaeological Discovery
The world's standard remedy for Udneyv
In
Out of 956 children examined 852
down
solid
the
being deep
rock, ap
Agriculture, at the second annual con- lief from constipation only at the ex- Nevertheless we've seen
liver, bladder and uric add troubles, th
defects were found. The defects mul
proached by flights of steps and cor ference on
an
of
of Modern Times.
Into
says
pense
down
permanent
injury,
collnrs
men
their
scrooge
enemies of life and looks. In nse sine
transportation ed
ridors, generally ornamented by rich ucation heldhighway
tiply with the age of the child. It has
eminent medical authority.
most unhyglenlcally when they met the 1696. All druggists, three sixes.
at Washington
wall paintings and
been Doctor Prentice's observation
The
a
has
found
better
Science
newer,
"A large factor In decentralizing city
tailor they still owed for the glad rags. Look for too nam Cold Modal om wnmf
existence of theso tombs has been the
that rural children have as many phy
way a means as simple as Nature
box and occopt no Imlutioa
Boston Trunscrlpt.
IN JILLS common knowledge of all the cen homes is the transportation problem, Itself.
CUT
SEPULGHERS
sical defects as do city children.
and challenges the genius of highway
In perfect health a natural lubricant
turies, though the precise location of
Malnutrition Is found as often among
ASSUREASlVIMNCSAKEVyivy
The Modern Phase.
Doctor Galpin said. "Less keeps the food waste soft and moving.
each has not been known.
For 2,000 engineers,"
fnrm children as among city children,
YJT8HM
"You say she's Intellectual?"
than
the entire population of But when constipation exists this natSeveral reasons were ascribed to this Tomb of Tutankhamen, 1350 B. C., or 3,000 years robbers have been busy the United States Is on farms.
ural lubricant is not sufllcient. Medi
"Very."
SixtyQUININE
CASGAEAj
with
their
treasures.
Yields
Vast
Not
Treasures,
Only
among them lack of variety In diet
cal authorities have found that the
"In that case I'd better memorize a
But for more than a generation past eight cities of more than 100,000 popu --a""1"5
V.,1,.1
Anti. 1..KHl..,ln .lAn
nnd defective teeth. The most fre
but Is Expected to Reveal
u
JU1 mW
'""0'
little something from Shelley and a
lation en th contain ueilliy IllKHIier
,
,
STUt Win nrmk ThrrtCiJAmiA
Mr.
nwn
Nnhiro'a
roanmhloo
Ihor
nt
Carter's
faith that tourlsls In
quent defects among rural children
Historical Lore.
little something from Keats. It might
Make You Fit Tomogram.
Thebes were stepping over priceless third. The 80 odd millions of people lubricant. As Nujol is not a laxative
were found to be malnutrition, de
If
the
conversation
t -t
lags."
living In cities of 25,000 population It cannot gripe.
ro.,
It Is in no sense a help
London.
cayed teeth, enlarged adenoids and en
That the recent unearth treasures In the bowels of the earth and over are being brought Into Imme- medicine.
times.
You'd
"You
are
behind
the
And like pure water it is
has not faltered, despite all that Is
is
the
near
Luxor
tomb
a
of
or
con
larged, diseased tonsils.
of
two
a
better
Ing
royal
page
synthetic
known of the past rifling of the fa diate contact with the commodities of harmless and pleasant.
Better Than Mother.
Need Variety In Food.
greatest archaeological discovery In
living, the skill of service, nnd the In
Nujol is prescribed by physicians; psychology." Birmingham
mous
site.
The
of
the
Is
I have two sons of high school nge
cer
beginning
story
aid.
Get
In
a
used
bottle
leading
hospitals.
"Children need a variety of food Egypt in modern times already
of
wisdom
stltutlonal
the
world,
of the
back 83 years,
who have always made our home a
elements as do livestock," said Doctor tain. How great, In the light which when hediscovery goes
whereas those who live on forms re from your druggist today.
began senrclilng the L'heban ceive few of
civilization
the
vanished
on
of
gathering
It
place for their chums. I
Streets
throws
Silence.
to
these advantages."
the
Prentice, referring
for a key to ancient Egypt.
become more or less Interested
have
necropolis
of
wisdom
London
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Egypt
material
made
has
that
for
diet
A system
farm animals that experts
of complete terminal
In that
To Have Fine Clubhouse.
he found a number of
is to be tested in the winter. Follow- In nil boys, their problems and pen
have prepared. "The rural children proverblRl down all the ages, the dis- minor periodbut
new home of the Women's City
Lord Canarvon towns connected by rail or water to
since
The
prizes,
remains
be
tills
to
prove
may
ing experiments by E. F. Spurrell, the plexltles.
covery
seem to get food In sufficient quantity
Joined forces with him 17 years ago wholesaling cities, and by an adequate plllh nt nptrftlr ta flPMtrrnerl to hA the surveyor, It is Intended to lay a secLast summer a stranger came
but not the variety or balanced diet for the secret of the still unopened the
to
farm
of
highway
popgroups
system
discovery of the Hyksos tablet was
large8t ani mo9t complete clubhouse tion of Upper St. Martin's lane with among them. After he had been corr
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solution
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owned by women nrjywhere in Amer- concrete blocks superimposed with Ing to our house a few weeks, ho sti -The story of tlte discovery, made their greatest reward up to the pres
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qM,
ent.
arm, lira trill ho u na atn. rubber pads.
down in the porch swing with me one
whose
of
Carnarvon,
diet. Chil by the earl
they live on a
after four days' work in 'opening the door to a good kind of rles In height. Besides the lounge,
"Tests," snld Mr. Spurrell, "lead me night and poured out his troubles.
dren with bad teeth fall to masticate wealth has enabled him to devote theIteeently,
life
on
the
furm.'"
heart of the small sucred basin
dining rooms, library and sleeping to the conclusion that rubber paving advised him as well as I could Just
nnd digest their food well and they himself to the costly hobby of he and his
unearthed a
rooms, it will contain a spacious ball will prove more economical than wood as I would have done to one of inj
absorb and swallow harmful poisons Egyptology, and Howard Carter, per- Continued party resulted In thestep,
ex SOLVE FARMER'S PROBLEMS room, smoking rooms, auditorium, blocks and asphalt. The life of a own sons.
digging
finest
the
archaeological
living
haps
come
from
the
that
decayed teeth."
He snld : "I wish my mother under
swimming pool and all other features wood block is twelve to fourteen
a romance. cavation of a stairway which led right
Children examined at the clinics are draughtsman, reads like
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of the kings, beneath the tomb of Itaineses IX, an Good Roads to Local Markets Reduce known to the most
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of a rubber stood things as you do I"
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think
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years,
valley
scheduled In advance If possible. Their
house.
That compliment went straight te
is a desert unimportant king, who lived some
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my heart. Chicago Tribune.
the
barren
behind
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Products.
years."
lying
a chart of their physical state Is made,
door Inscribed with the protocol of
Quick Service.
a summary drawn and treatments and hills, which form the mighty
another Pharaoh, Tutankhamen, one
A Good Guesser.
"Young Blnghiinitnn carries himself
of the Nile valley on the westHugger or Growler?
The
commission
Joint
of
recommended for defects. This record walls
agricultural
some 450 miles of the most Important kings of Egypt,
A man from the city was driving
Hub (Just returned from hunting
sees in good roads one of the with a rather guilty nlr this morning.''
Inquiry
Is kept by the county or school nurse ern bank of the river,
It was the one remaining tomb of
"Yeah?"
trip) I had quite a narrow escape along a seldom frequented country
with the name of the family physician. above Cairo.
which there had been any hope of ways of solving the farmer's difficul
radio last one day. Came near being mistaken road, and not being sure of his dk
"He proposed
by
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ties.
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A copy of this record Is given the
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report
In
of
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the
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finding
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rectlon he asked the small boy wh
Here the Pharaohs of the eight
tural Crisis and Its Causes," the com night, and the girl's family had a for a hear.
parents and they are Instructed to
AVIfe It wouldn't have been much wns walking along, "Say, Buh, how fa
and
twentieth the kings.
mission says: "Good rouds to local loud speaker on their radio, nnd It
take the child along with the record to eenth, nineteenth the
But the opening of the tomb showed
was heard for two blocks.
He was of o mistake at that. Boston
is It to Clarksvlllc?" The boy looked,
period from
dynasties, covering
markets, Joint facilities nt terminals,
the family physician.
about 1550 to 1000 B. C, were laid that the excavators had stumbled connecting
accepted 12 times already this
up very coolly. "Uow'd you know my
water
and
motor
rail,
About 60 per cent of the cases In
upon a discovery of unprecedented
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transport systems, and more adequate
communities where clinics have been
Importance. No other royal tomb that facilities at
"Well, then,
Favorite Diet.
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ports of nurses nnd physicians. It Is
Tutankhamen gave up. The lights of the
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producer
Ends in Murder Charge
believed this proportion will be greatly
the searchers shone upon an
all week but work every minute, and States Department of Agriculture In News.
consumer."
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collection of gems and gold and ala
he cleans up beautifully." '
However,
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would
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covery was not to be stated in terms Same Essentials Were Employee)
under the auspices of local physicians
Denof money.
Clay county, Tennessee.
sure." Richmond
band like a bank book.
Construction of Roads as Are
and county and school nurses. Doctor
ton presented a bill to Smith
Prentice examines the children and
Third Chamber Not Entered.
Being Used Today.
for $1.88, but the latter Insisted
Doctor Johnston acts as adviser to the
tomb was n treasury of the
The
that be would not pay more
mothers on questions of child diet,
While we know little about the
glories of the Egyptian court of 1350
than $1.80. Smith Is said to
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of the subnormal children of Iowa by
Two statues showed lilm In his habit the Egyptians, the Carlhngenlans, the
pointing out possible corrective meas
as he lived. Chariots were there for Sumnrlons, nnd other ancient peoples
the dead Pharaoh's riding; mnsses of employed much the same materials
food for his eating; musical instru- that we are today using in highway
construction. There Is evidence that
ments, documents.
The state of the outer chambers both the Unmans and the Egyptians
The Bible
showed that the tomb had been dis- used a mineral cement.
tells of the manufacture and use of
turbed at least once In the past.
In the third chamber may (and, It bricks.
Is hoped, docs) rest the mummy of
Tutankhamen himself.
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miles, which open up regions of great
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natural beauty and rich In natural
delicious Postum. This pure cereal beverage gives needed
warmth and comfort, has delightful flavor and aroma, and
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He told the police that while
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the reserve advocate, reserve, new Mexico
made a short Field trip to the San
Mateo Division of the Datil National
Forest on Grazing business. He was
accompanied by Deputy Supervisor
e
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the
at Reserve, New Mexico,
Ruby, the ten year old daughter of Anderson of the local Forest Office.
under set of Congrss of March 2, 1879.
L.
Mr. and Mrs.
M. Ross, Is reported
Ranger Rogers arrived In Magda'
sick with Scarlet Fever. It Is the lena on January 9, for a two week's
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
first known case in this vicinity.
detail In the Forest Supervisor's Of
One Tear in Advance.
.(2.00
fice.

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE

furnished by Geo. York and Art Russell and everyone reports a most enjoyable time.

again, and Is going to Magdalena for
a visit Saturday.
Billy Warren has accepted a posit
ion with the Wells Fargo Bank In Son
Francisco since being unable to continue his college work, and will re

post-offic-

.

His son, Johnny, and wife and his
daughter, Mrs. Geo. Phillips, all of
Pleasanton Valley were called to his
bedside Thursday. As he was feeling
much better the next morning they
all returned to their homes except
Johnny's wife, who remained to help
nurse him.

Local News
A. F. Bloom, of the Hood Ranger
Station, returned from Silver City,
Wednesday. He was accompanied by
his wife and daughter, who have been
away since August.

Ruby Servis, of the Hulsey
Mrs. Jasper Ratliff and
spent the week end at the of Reserve,
passed through
Smith home.
their way to Ft. Bayard,
will join Mr. Ratllff and
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Gaunt and Mr.
home.
Hawkins, left Saturday for California.
Miss
school,

young son,
the city on
where they
make their

Mrs. Fred Lant and two daughters,
Dr. and Mrs. E. M. Parham, Mr. and
Mabel and Thelma, were pleasant
Mrs. Len Shelhorn and H. Booth of
visitors at the homo of the Hudson's
Mogollon, were business visitors here
,
Sunday

Madam Rumor says that Lee RoGlenn Lawrence went to Greens
Little Jack Nicholas, son of District
gers, well known here, is married to a
young lady of Ft. Bayard. We ex- Attorney and Mrs. Fred Nicholas, who Gap and returned last week.
tend best wishes to himself and bride has been quite ill for a few days is
Mrs. Montague Stevens and George
convalescing.
for a happy married life.
Miss Kirkman McNary, teacher of
Grandpa Phillips, who is making his
home with his son Geo. Phillips, is music in the Socorro Schools, was
here with the basket ball team on Fri
visiting another son In Clifton Ariz.
day night
Henry Porter, father of Mrs. Fred
Miss Esther Baughman, teacher of
Lant, is at Reserve this week looking
the third grade at the Roosevelt
after business Interests.
Building, is back at work again after
o
an absence of a few days due to illness.

.

MAGDALENA
I

Ben Young
Lake District.

Is In

town from the Red

Wednesday.

T. H. Payne, of Puertlcito, was here
After many days of beautiful sunny
Miss Oladys Riley, of Luna, spent
weather it has began to cloud up and Monday.
the week end with Miss Deatron snow a little in
the mountains. Every
Cole Railston spent several days in
Campbell.
one Is hoping for snow and rain as It
town the past week.
is dryer than ever before in years.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bruce made a trip
Stock of all kinds are wintering
Victor Gonzales was in town from
to Holbrook, Arizona, the last of the
well so far however.
fairly
his
ranch on Thursday.
week.

The Pleasanton Ditch Company are
I. N. and T. M. Curtis were here
Mrs. Minnie Ratllff left Wednesday to
begin cleaning their large irriga
from Quemado Monday.
for Camp Bayard, where her husband tion ditch about the 20th and the
has been for several months. They farmers are all hoping for a good
D B Baca, of Quemado, was a busiwill make their home there.
ness visitor here Thursday ,
year.
crop

Mr. and Mrs. Koogler and Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Sullivan is convalescing
to his
Ed. Hudson has returned
Mrs. Smith motored to Luna Sunday. home from the road
camp to accept again after a nervous attack.
Mr. Koogler organized, a girls' club.
employment on the Goddard place in
o
Tally Cook, of Montecello, was a
Pleasanton Valley as experienced
business visitor here Monday.
GLENWOOD

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Qlulson and baby
left for their home in Okla. after an
extended
visit with Mrs. Giulson's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Tipton.
They were accompanied as far as Silver City by Mrs. Tipton and son,
Emil, who returned the next day.

main there until such time as he may
be able to go bock to college.

YOUR

PROTECTION

made the trip from Horse Springs to
Reserve with Mrs Cleveland and Mrs.
Stearns the latter part of the week.
Uncle Bill Jones was very cordial and
showed
the guests all around the

village.
o

FOR

SALE. Pure bred Rhode Is
land Red cockrells. 10 months ol- dgood strain, rich In color, price (5
each postpaid to any point in Catron
or Socorro Counties. Address P. O
Ranger Bloom was called to Finos Box 300 Reserve N. M.
Altos January 6 by the illness of his
o
wife, however Mrs. Bloom was able to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
return to the Hood Ranger Station
Department of the Interior, U. S.
with him last week
Land Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico, January 16, 1923.
Mr. and Mrs. B ,H. Kinney, of ToNotice is hereby given thut John
kay, spent several hours In Magda- Egdar George, of Mule Creek, New
lena on Wednesday. While here Mrs. Mexico, who on December 21, 1917,
Kinney visited Mrs. Fred Nicholas. madeW Homestead Entry, No. 017485.
for
SWK; SEK SWKi SWK
They made the trip In a new Cadillac SE Vi, Section 14,
Township 13 S
car.
Range 21 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lockett, three year Proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before J. F.
the
a fine nine pound son named, Kenneth Shields,
U. S. Commissioner, at Gila.
Daniel. The mother was Miss Anna New Mexico, on the 6th day of March
Kelly, of Water Canyon, before her 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
The young man is now
marriage.
J. B. Falls, of Mule Creek, New Mex
several weeks old.
,
ico; Noah Rankin, of Buckhorn, New
Mexico; E. Ev George, of Mule Creek,
New Mexico; Sidney George, of Mule
Creek, New Mexico,
,
Nemecia Ascarate,
DATIL
Register.

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have
a savings account at this bank.
Money that's idle means money wasted.

your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We
watch both the pricipal and interest for you and

nesday with Tenny's road gang.
Jim Jones, one of
business men, passed
Friday on his way to
was accompanied by

Reserve's young
through the city
Ft. Bayard. He
his brother Dan.

Miss Ethel Johnson has gone to
Uncle Billy Anderson, of Alma, has Silver City to be fitted with glasses.
been seriously ill for the past week
There was a dance at the new pool
at his home, but is reported to be
very much Improved at the present. hall Saturday night. The music was

The

Socorro State
Bank
Socorro, N. M.

The Bank of Personal Service

Say-wa-

SAFETY

HONESTY

RESERVE STATE BANK

When in Need
Of anything in the line of

General Merchandise
GIVE US A TRIAL

T.C. TURK, Reserve, N.M.

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE

-

COMPANY

$500,000.

Reserve Mercantile Co.

-:-

-

The Cash Store

Mc-Do-

OYER

SERVICE

COURTESY

THE

'

RESOURCES

re-

lieve you of all the banking worries.

L. B. Moore, of near Greens Gap,
Dick Hudson, son of W. S. Hudson
was in town Monday and Tuesday.
of Reserve, passed through here Wed

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Dorrls Simpson and Mr. Ross Miller
have moved back to the camp on the
Department of the Interior, U. S.
plains and have been fixing the wind- Land Office at Las Cruces, New MexJ. A. Houghton spent Thursday at mills and
gathering poor cows. Dorrls ico, January 16, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that
the Copper Belt Mining property.
is very steady chap and Is busy all
Gordanier, of Greens Gap, New
the time.
Mexico, who, on February 21, 1918,
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Quinn were in
made Homestead Entry, No. 013584, for
town for a few days the past week.
Old Juan Lopez, who has been and NK SWK; SH NWK; NEK NWH;
A
at
still
is
the Drag
NEK; SEK NEK, Section 11,
ranch, N
working
G. W. Evans, of Beaverhead, Is
has found a bone he can't identify, Township 3 S., Range 13 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
business visitor in town this week.
and it's worrying him so badly that he to
make final three year Proof, to
now
has at last dreamed it out, and
establish claim to the land above
Ben Gooch is here from
says that he is sure It means he is described, before Eulalio B. Baca,
looking affter business interests.
to "pass out" if he isn't careful. The United States Commissioner, at Magdalena, New Mexico, on the 6th day
other people at the ranch are very of
to
came
Ketcham
Ares
and
Rangers
March, 1923.
sure
over
his
that
amused
much
being
Claimant names as witnesses:
Magdalena on January 12 for supplies.
R. L. Owen, Roy Moore, L. B.
dreams are true.
Moore, and M. M. Green, all of Greens
W. A. Bodenhamer, of north of Datil,
The fair weather of the last twelve Gap, New Mexico.
was a business visitor here Tuesday.
Nemecia Ascarate,
,
days has turned into a cloudy and
,
Register.
We
us
at
for
Datil.
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Cloud were in windy Saturday
Is
too
dry.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
pray for snow as it
town from their ranch Tuesday,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Old Man Morley has returned and Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
11, 1923.
Owen Walters, of the NH ranch In will remain for some days in this part January
Notice is hereby given that Joseph
Catron county, is a business visitor of the world. We are glad to have S. Beatty, of Greens Gap, New Mexico,
him back, so he can tell us all how who, on September 20, 1921, made
here.
,
Homestead Entry, No. 018647, for WK
fine Mexico is.
SW14 Section 11; SEK
SEK; E
S. M. Long, cashier of the Socorro
SEK; W EK: 8hi NW
A letter from Theodore Gatlin says NEK; E
State Bank, was in town Wednesday,
NEK NWK Section 14; SEK NE
its fine down there, "Come on and see K; Section
between trains.
15, Township 3 S., Range
K,
are
is
his
We
admonition.
temp 12 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
us,"
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Holderby, of ted to go and see. His close friends notice of intention to make final three
to the
Fairvlew, were business visitors here fear they couldn't tell him from a year Proof, to establish claim Eulalio
before
land
above
described,
so
if
native by now,
this week.
anyone accepts B.
Baca, United States Commissioner,
his Invitation it is suggested they let at Magdalena, New Mexico, on the 2nd
Donald Cameron, fruit grower or him know In advance so he can shave day of March, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lemitar, was a business visitor here up.
J. W. Cowart, John Lawrence and
Tuesday
L. O. Fonville, all of Greens Gap and
made
the
Carol
Cady
trip
Saturday
Frank Landavazo, of Datil, New MexLittle Craig McSpadden, who has to
Quemado with Mr. Anderson to call ico.
been quite ill with the croup, is im on Miss
Nemecia Ascarate,
Helen McLaughlin. She had
Register
proving.
a fine trip only it was pretty windy
o
noon.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
3 about
Supervisor Douglas spent January
and 4 in the District Forester's
Agnes Morley Apachlto has learned Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
to walk and is a picture in her full
December 21, 1922.
Datil. Agnes
around
skirts
running
C.
a
Notice is hereby given that John
G.
Luna, of Los Lunas, was
or three english words
of Greens Gap, New Mexico, who,
business visitor here Wednesday and can say two
on January 15, 1918, made Homestead
and is very friendly.
Thursday.
Entry No. 013686, for W NWK; NE
SW
Mrs. Thomas is alone at the Lodge K NWK; NK NEK Sec. 12; S
this
Sec. 1; and on SepRanger Garst is in Magdalena
Miss Nelson left for K; SWK SEK
as
Dresent.
at
tember 20, 1921, made Add'l Homestead
week taking Grazing Applications for
Texas, but the boarders help now ana Entry No. O21950, for SEK SEK i NK
the 1923 season.
not
will
Mrs.
Thomas
so
we hope
then
S'fc; SK NWK; SWK NEK, Section
1, Township 3 S., Range 13 W., N. M.
Little Miss Oleta Baum Is out of overwork.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenschool for a few days with an attack
final three year Proof,
Mrs. Cleveland tion to make
and
Mrs.
Stearns
to establish claim to the land above
of tonsllltis.
to
a
made trip
Quemado Friday night described, before the United States
at Magdalena, New
Chas. F. Herd made a flying trip to and on to Salt Lake Saturday and Commissioner,
on the 8th day of February,
the Republic mine lost: Wednesday on back. They were accompanied by Mexico,
1923.
Homer Stearns and George Stevens
business.
Claimant names as witnesses!
and Mary Cleveland. Homer Stearns
Roy Moore, Roy Owens, L. B. Moore,
drove over to Horse Springs for and Jack Mathers, all of Greens Gap
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Quinn spent sev
New Mexico.
,
eral days In town from their ranch the George Stevens Friday morning in his
Nemecia Ascarate,
in the Clevethe
car.
made
trip
They
week.
past
Register.
o
land car.
Sun
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Supervisor Douglas returned
Thursday, Mrs. Delameter and Mrs.
day from a trip to the Frisco and
Breitenbach went to Magdalena in the Department of the Interior, U, S. Land
Districts.
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
Mrs Breitenbach Is driving
racer.
December 21, 1922.
S. B. Johnson, of El Paso, came In quite confidently now and she will enNotice is hereby given that Mrs.
sumTuesday morning but left at once for joy the trips around Datil this
Mary Lawrence, for herself and other
heirs of Daniel M. Paulk, deceased, of
his ranch near Datil.
mer.
Greens Gap, New Mexico, who, on
1917, made Homestead
Mrs. Frank P. Davis, of Flourlne, is
Mr. Breitenbach and Mr. Bridges December 17,
No. 017238, for WK NWK Sec.
Entry
E.
H.
visiting her daughter, Mrs.
have been doing work on their claims 21, and on May 26, 1922, made Add'l
Homestead Entry No. 022048, for SE
the last two weeks.
Stanley, for a few weeks.

Put

DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,

GROCERIES,

HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET
GASOLINE

FILLING STATION

12-3-

Hamilton Brown Shoes
New Stock Ladies' Oxfords
Endicott-Johnso-

n

shoes

Silk and wool hose

Outing flannels
Sweaters
Winter clothing

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons
and
Other perishable goods

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

K swk; sek ; s
nwk,
nek;
Miss Ethel Lane will remain with Sec. 21; and on October 19, 1922, made
Captain Strutz, of Augustine, was in
023983,
town Tuesday and was a dinner guest her mother, Mrs. Bridges, the year Add'l Homestead Entry No. Sec.
21;
for NK SWK; SWK SWK
in the F. D. Shelton home.
out and possibly stay if the season NWK NWK, Section 28, Township 2
one.
M.
12
a
N.
P.
Meridian,
good
S., Range
W,
proves
There was a Are In the southwestern
has filed notice of Intention to make
three
final
from
proof, to establish
returned
year
Willie
Kline
has
part of town last Friday, destroying
beand the children are back In claim to the land above described,
one of F, Q. Bartlett's houses.
fore the United States Commissioner,
school.
on
the
at Magdalena, New Mexico,
Carl, young son of Mayor and Mrs.
10th day of February, 1923.
to
Greens
a
Mr.
made
as
Garst
names
Is
witnesseat
to
be
trip
able
Claimant
Oscar Redemann,
again
Charles A. Kelsey, Frank Pullen,
out after a few days severe illness.
Gap the latter part of the week and
R. L. Owens, all
on his return brought Eileen Law Jas. W. Cowart, and Mexico.
of Greens Gap, New
Mr. J. A. Scott, of the District rence back to Datil. Miss Eileen has
Nemecia Ascarate,
N. M, been sick with a cold but Is quite well 12-3Forester's Office,
Register.

eh

Albuquerque,

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled
NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Lathe Work
Welding

Gas, Oils, Accessories 'and Supplies

Compare our prices with others
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

Phone No. 3.

A. G. HILL, Manager

